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OUTDOOREYE

NEW PRODUCTS

Retro design

DALE OF NORWAY /
HOVDEN SWEATER
From the vault of original designs created by
Dale of Norway, a contemporary and lighter
weight version of the
pattern from the Vail
World Championship
sweater is introduced
in the Hovden Sweater.
The Hovden, part of
Dale’s Heritage Retro
Collection, is made of
skinsoft and lightweight
Merino wool in a longlasting knit. Available
in men’s and women’s
quarter-zip and full-zip
styles in an assortment
of colors.

Heritage style

Lightweight

COLDPRUF /
ZEPHYR CREW
The Men’s Zephyr crew
features ColdPruf
Technical fiber polyester with Silvadur
Intelligent Freshness
and a mini-waffle knit
that provides moisture
management, warmth
and long-lasting odor
control on the fabric.
Mesh inserts under the
arms provide additional
ventilation during high
intensity activities in
cold weather such as
alpine or Nordic skiing,
winter hiking, snowshoeing or climbing.
MSRP $20.

Mini-waffle knit

TERRAMAR / VERTIX HALF-ZIP TOP
This women’s baselayer is designed to be warm, lightweight and versatile. The expedition
weight garment has high loft channels against the skin to trap air while allowing for moisture management and air flow. Terramar’s exclusive Climasense Carbon Thermoregulation
Technology offers comfort for varying activities and weather conditions. MSRP $45.
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A breakthrough fiber innovation you have to feel to believe.
Eastman Avra performance fibers wick better, dry faster,
and keep you at your coolest and most comfortable.
AVRAfromEastman.com

©2017 Eastman Chemical Company. Eastman brands referenced herein are trademarks of Eastman
Chemical Company or one of its subsidiaries. The ® used on Eastman brands denotes registered
trademark status in the U.S.; marks may also be registered internationally.

LEKI / AERGONLITE 2
The Leki Aergonlite 2 Lady Vertical Pole
is the company’s first women’s-specific
backcountry pole featuring Leki’s Trigger
Vertical system. The Trigger Vertical technology centers around the Flexband, an
elastic band incorporated into the Trigger
grip that enables variable gripping without
having to click out of the grip. MSRP $129.

Women’s-specific

TECNICA / MACH1 PRO W LV
After much research with its global women’s focus groups
in the “Women to Women” project launched a year ago,
Tecnica’s engineers have developed new technologies in
the Mach1 Women’s collection of boots. The boots address
issues of warmth, comfort, customization and performance.
In addition to materials enhancing warmth and softness of
feel, an easily moldable upper cuff allows the boot to form
precisely to the shape of a women’s lower leg. A new heating
system makes the upper cuff pliable which will then form to
the lower leg.

Forefoot flex

MADSHUS / SUPER NANO PURSUIT
Engineered to the specific race needs of World Cup athletes
competing in Skiathlon, the Super Nano Pursuit uses an
Integrated Carbon Base that is tuned for skating in the rearfoot and classic in the forefoot. The carbon layup provides
forefoot flex for powerful classic striding and torsional rigidity
and edge control for skating. This boot also works for classic
skiers wanting more control on tricky downhills; skiers double
poling long races looking for a boot that lets their feet relax
more; and skaters wanting more sensitivity and flexibility.
MSRP $810.
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Freeride skis
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NEW PRODUCTS

OUTDOOREYE

BLIZZARD / BONAFIDE
Blizzard has redesigned its
freeride line into a Progressive
and a Traditional Collection.
The Bonafide is part of the
Traditional Line and utilizes
Carbon Flipcore construction with bi-directional carbon
in the tip and tail to stabilize
the rockered areas. It also
has new side-cuts and rocker
profile resulting in a ski that
still charges with slightly more
carving characteristics. The
Traditional Line is built for the
free ride skier who is looking
for the best performance and
transfer of power in all terrains
and conditions.
outdoorinsightmag.com

Leisure Anywhere
New for 2017, Coghlan’s has introduced a full line of nylon parachute hammocks and accessories for lounging
in the great outdoors. With single, double and insect mesh hammocks, Coghlan’s has the perfect hammock to meet
your customers’ needs.

VISIT US AT ORWM BOOTH #28001
FACEBOOK.COM/COGHLANSGEAR

TWITTER: @COGHLANSGEAR
WEB: WWW.COGHLANS.COM

NEW PRODUCTS

OUTDOOREYE
CRESCENT MOON / SNOWSHOE
Crescent Moon is introducing this all-foam sports snowshoe at Outdoor
Retailer Winter Market 2017. The patent pending design uses dualdensity EVA soles to form a rocker-shaped platform, while featuring
tire-tread-like lugs for excellent traction. MSRP $149.

All foam

MSR / LIGHTNING ASCENTS
These snowshoes are made
for mountaineering, aggressive backcountry pursuits and
rugged terrain. They are ultra
lightweight and offer superior
traction. New geometry allows
the snowshoes to be designed
with a continuous piece of
martensite steel to increase
strength. Thicker construction
increases durability and stands
up to demanding terrain and
use. MSRP $299.95.

Thicker construction
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NEW PRODUCTS

Audio technology

ELEVETY / DOMIO AUDIO WEARABLES
The Domio provides helmet wearers with a new way to
listen to music from their phone, make calls and send texts
messages hands-free, without the need for ear buds or
pad inserts that can limit the ability to hear the
environment. Unlike a portable Bluetooth speaker, only the
Domio wearer can hear the audio output streaming from
their phone. MSRP from $129.

SMITH / QUANTUM
Built for the avid alpine enthusiast and designed with a focus on an increase
in safety awareness, impact protection and durability, the Quantum helmet
integrates innovations like Aerocore construction featuring Koroyd, MIPS
impact protection liners, new Wayfinder strap system featuring Fidlock and
the Boa 360 Fit System to deliver assurance with comfort, fit and function.
The exoskeleton design is comprised of hybrid ABS bombshell construction
offering zonal side-impact protection and in-mold rear paneling to reduce
weight while providing improved impenetrability for athletes pushing the
limits of snow riding. MSRP $300.
Exoskeleton design

Perforated eyecups
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ELECTRIC / ROAD GLACIER
This gritty, multi-functional sunglass is made
for the road, beach or snow. Built with
interchangeable, perforated stainless steel,
chrome finished eyecups and adjustable
temples for a custom fit. Interchangeable
glacier temple hooks and soft leather eyecups are available as a separate kit to keep
the glare out. MSRP $140.

outdoorinsightmag.com

LYCRA® is a trademark of INVISTA. © INVISTA 2016.

Keep moving with LYCRA® SPORT fabric.
It combines the proven stretch technology
of LYCRA® ´EHU ZLWK GHPDQGLQJ WHVWLQJ
VWDQGDUGVWKDWPHDVXUHIDEULFSHUIRUPDQFH
E\ FRPIRUW SRZHU DQG HQHUJ\ OHYHOV
LYCRA® 63257 IDEULF LV VFLHQWL´FDOO\
HQJLQHHUHGWRGHOLYHUH[FHSWLRQDOFRPIRUW
´W DQG VXSSRUW IRU DFWLYHZHDU JDUPHQWV

connect.LYCRA.com/OutdoorInsight

To learn more, go to connect.LYCRA.com/
2XWGRRU,QVLJKW RU YLVLW XV DW 2XWGRRU
Retailer Winter Market in Salt Lake City,
-DQXDU\DWERRWK

NEW PRODUCTS

OUTDOOREYE
BOGS / AMANDA PLUSH
The women’s Amanda Plush is a
100 percent waterproof boot that
is rated to -13˚F and features a soft
inner lining, dual density EVA and
gel cushioning. Its Bogs Max-Wick
and DuraFresh bio-technology work
to keep feet feeling fresh. The boots
also have Rebound technology for
comfort. MSRP $100.

BAFFIN / ULTRALITE SAGE
Waterproof and weighing under two
pounds, these boots feature a bodyheat moldable removable lining
system and Baffin’s proprietary
AirGrip and Polar Rubber midsole/
outsole combination to ensure
sure-footedness regardless of the
elements.

Waterproof

Sure-footed

MUCK / ELEMENT
This functional easy-on/
easy-off boot for kids is a
unisex style. Fully waterproof
and fleece-lined with 5mm of
neoprene, this boot is perfect
for jumping in puddles and
trekking through snow on the
playground. Available in solid
black, owl print and pixel print
for boys and girls. MSRP $80.

For puddle jumpers
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FUNCTION.
FASHION.
INNOVATION.
R E A DY F O R A N Y
W E AT H E R from
FA L L T O W I N T E R

Introducing the
A L L - S E A S O NS T E C H S YS T E M
Never change your footwear
in an ever changing world.

E x p e r i e n c e K h o mb u a t O u t do o r R e t a i l e r,
S I A & F N Pl a t fo r m T ra d e s h ows

OFFICIAL APRÉS
SKI BOOT OF THE
U.S. SKI TEAM

Efficient

NEW PRODUCTS

OUTDOOREYE

Versatile utility

CRKT / RUGER HOLLOW POINT
The CRKT Hollow-Point knife combines the IKBS ball bearing pivot
system for efficient opening with retro-styling and modern knife
features such as a frame lock mechanism, molded plastic scales,
two-position pocket clip, lanyard hole and blade flipper for quick
one-handed deployment. MSRP from $59.99

COLEMAN / QUAD PRO
800L LED LANTERN
Following in the footsteps of
the portable Coleman Quad
LED Lantern that breaks
apart into four independent
lights, Coleman introduces
the Quad Pro 800L LED
Lantern, a serious upgrade
to its little brother. Magnet
attachments mean the lights
can be attached to steel coolers, toolboxes, car hoods,
and other metal surfaces for
hands-free lighting. Once you
remove all four panels, a light
in the base keeps the lantern
usable. USB charging ports
let this work a charger for
mobile devices as well.
MSRP $109.99.

ORANGE SCREW /
ANCHOR
The Orange Screw is
a convenient screw-in
ground anchor made of
100 percent recycled
materials and manufactured in the USA.

COGHLAN’S / POP UP RECYCLE BIN
This large and durable recycle bin
folds small for easy storage,
making it great for the campsite, cabin or home. Spring
steel container pops up
and holds its shape.
This product aims to
make it easier than
ever to recycle on
the go. MSRP $14.99.

MSRP $12.

Convenient anchor

outdoorinsightmag.com
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NEW PRODUCTS

Massaging

Cradles the heel

TRIGGERPOINT / MB2 ROLLER
The MB2 Roller aims to bring a new level of innovation to runners looking for a foam roller with more effective massage and
muscle release capabilities. The MB2 offers two settings to target
key back muscles and will allow runners (and anyone looking for
a great recovery and mobility tool) to unlock tight muscles and
relieve stiffness in the neck and back.

SORBOTHANE / HEEL PAD
Sorbothane heel pads are
designed to reduce shock,
help prevent injury and provide
cushioning comfort. Sorbothane
“cradles the heel in comfort”
and helps protect the entire
body by absorbing up to 94.7
percent of damaging impact
shock. Sorbothane flows like a
liquid, never bottoms out and
recovers fully to ensure comfort
step after step.

GU / ENERGY CHEWS
GU Energy Labs has a new packaging sleeve for its GU Energy
Chews. This convenient sleeve gives athletes a new way to carry a
double serving of portable energy that fits easily in a jersey pocket
or hydration vest. The sleeves hold a stack of eight individual
Energy Chews that each deliver 20 calories. Flavors include strawberry, blueberry pomegranate, orange and watermelon. Like all GU
Energy Labs packaging, the new Energy Chews sleeves can be
recycled with Terracycle. MSRP $36 (box of 18).

It’s Pretty Simple... Great Watch, Great Program

D-TYPE
NYLON WEBBING
HEAVY
DUTY

2-PLY

U.S. PATENTED

#13361

$120 msrp/map

Patrol Khaki™

#13360

#13362

Jungle Green™

Patrol Olive™

bertucciwatches.com
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Wear More. Wash Less

“A lot of environmentally-minded companies,
like Patagonia, have been trying to shrink the
environmental footprint of their garments.
But, it turns out that a lot of the ecological
impact of a piece of clothing comes after
you buy it – from washing it. To alleviate that,
Patagonia and a host of other companies have
started to incorporate Polygiene technology
into their garments.”
– GrindTV by Heather Hansman, March 2016

GOOD FOR THE PLANET · GOOD FOR THE CONSUMER · GOOD FOR YOUR BRAND
Polygiene Odor Control Technology is a durable, effective and sustainable textile treatment that uses naturally
occurring silver salt to stop the growth of odor-causing bacteria. The result? You can bike more and wash less.

A CLIMATE-SMART APPROACH
Up to 2/3 of a garment’s environmental impact occurs during consumer use—Polygiene’s unique odor-control
technology allows users to wear garments longer, cutting down on the water and energy use associated with
washing and drastically reducing the garment’s carbon footprint.

2/3
# wearmorewashless
polygiene.com

T E S T T E A M S W E AT I N G I N L A S P E Z I A , I TA LY

Polygiene Odor Control Technology

OUTDOOREYE

NEW PRODUCTS

RINSEKIT
RinseKit offers an easy,
portable and pressurized
way for outdoor enthusiasts
to keep themselves, their
gear and their pets clean.
MSRP $89.99.

ASICS / FINISH
ADVANTAGE TIGHT
This new highperformance tight is
designed to reduce
fatigue in the key
muscles needed to
maintain an efficient
posture, thus allowing runners to sustain
speed for longer. Key
support areas in the
tights include core belt,
which sets the pelvis
at the right position
to maintain running
form; knee stability,
which supports medial
and lateral legs to
straighten and reduce
impact on the knee;
quad muscle support,
which increases knee
extension and maintains knee angle; and
calf muscle support,
which prevents fatigue
and pain in the calf.
MSRP $120.

Tested & Proven

“.....We were probably the only team out there in
the World Championships that did not come back
looking like we had the measles from mosquito
bites…. we slept soundly in the middle of mosquito
infested jungles with nothing but the clothes with
Insect Shield® we had on.....”
– Jason Magness, Team Yoga Slackers

Adventure Racing World Championships
600km’s through Brazil’s Pantanal region
– the world’s largest tropical wetland
Look for Insect Shield products from these trusted brands
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NEW PRODUCTS

OUTDOOREYE
GREGORY / ALPINISTO 35L
The brand’s Alpinisto has accompanied
climbers and mountaineers on expeditions
around the world, and after five years of putting it to the test Gregory has come back
with an advanced version that is lighter,
stronger and offers enhanced suspension
and feature sets that mountaineers will
appreciate. MSRP $199.

DAKINE / POACHER 14L
A small volume pack for comfortably
riding lifts at the resort and for hiking
into the backcountry with a full complement of avalanche safety gear. Features
include diagonal ski carry, tuck-away
vertical snowboard carry, fleece lined
goggle pocket, insulated hydration,
internal snow tool organization, front
helmet attachment loops, 25mm web
belt with hip wings and a rescue whistle
on sternum strap. Compatible with
CE-certified DK Impact Spine Protectors
that can be slipped into the back panel
and harden on impact. MSRP $85.

Quilted down

NORTH SAILS / GLEAM DOWN JACKET
This women’s jacket features quilted feather down across
the entire body, providing insulated protection in heavy
weather conditions. Made to fit snug on the body, it is a
flattering jacket for all-weather wear. Inspired by the art
of sailmaking, the Gleam Jacket is designed to defy wind
and water. MSRP $250.
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US MATERIALS

US MANUFAC T URING

DISC

US WORKERS
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100% AMERICAN

Photo Jay Beyer

Visit us at
Outdoor Retailer Booth 32182
Snow Show Booth 4139

NEW FOR FALL 2017

Cottonwood Collection
LYCRA® is a trademark of INVISTA

LIGHTWEIGHT BACKCOUNTRY SKI SOCKS
FEATURING
COMFORT COMPRESSION USING LYCRA® FIBER

Minimize foot fatigue using the leading elastic ﬁber.

3-D ACTIVE KNIT TECHNOLGY™

Reduces weight without sacriﬁcing warmth and air ﬂow.

REINFORCED WRAP AROUND

For extra comfort and support for walking and pivoting.

WOOL2 TOE BOX

Little Cottonwood

Big Cottonwood

Extra wool for warmth with seamless toe closure.

www.farmtofeet.com

NEWS & ANALYSIS
Trade Talk in the Year Ahead

T
The trade issue is
heating up, and
industry insiders have
varying positions on
the topic.

he Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) trade deal may
be dead on arrival in a Trump Administration,
but key components of the long negotiated but
never ratified pact could move forward in new
bilateral trade agreements.
That is a positive as the debate over trade
heats up, including the future of the North American Free
Trade Agreement (NAFTA) and possible repercussions from the
President-elect’s pushback against the decades-old One-China
policy by reaching out to the Taiwanese government. Any NAFTA
withdrawal, which would require Congressional approval, would
undoubtedly force retailers that import from either Canada or
Mexico to rethink supply chains and possibly raise prices to
offset higher tariffs.
“While we are disappointed with President-elect Trump’s
statement that he will withdraw the U.S. from the TPP… we
remain bullish on Vietnam, which will continue to be an important source of apparel, footwear and travel goods for the global
market,” Stephen Lamar, executive VP of the American Apparel
& Footwear Association, tells Outdoor Insight.
“Access to global markets and global supply chains is essential for the success and competitiveness of the U.S. apparel and
footwear industry and we encourage the incoming administra-

tion to include many of the benefits of the TPP in future bilateral
agreements,” Lamar adds, “including cutting large tariffs and
protecting intellectual property rights.”
Ahead of his inauguration as the 45th U.S. president, Trump
has made it clear that he will not be bullied by China, although
he offered no additional clarity about his campaign threats to
brand the country “a currency manipulator” as soon as he takes
office and slap a 45 percent tariff on its U.S. exports. The latter
likely sent shivers down the spines of many in the sporting goods
industry who still rely on China for most of their wholesale goods.
Still, not everyone has been rattled by Trump’s hard positions
on trade or has had apprehension about his early Cabinet picks.
The Outdoor Industry Association says it believes it would have “a
productive and collaborative relationship” with Congresswoman
Cathy McMorris Rodgers (R-WA), the likely nominee as the
next Secretary of the Interior to replace Sally Jewell. The OIA
points out that McMorris Rodgers understands public lands and
waters are the foundation of the $646 billion outdoor recreation
economy, represents several outdoor businesses in her district
and was an original co-sponsor of the Outdoor REC Act. Signed
into law by President Obama last month, the legislation ensures
the outdoor recreation industry is included in the U.S. gross
domestic product. —Bob McGee O

Cherokee Global Brands Buys Hi-Tec Sports
Cherokee, the publicly traded company with a portfolio of
fashion and lifestyle brands, is acquiring the Dutch parent of
Hi-Tec, which also owns the Magnum and Interceptor brands,
for $95.8 million cash. The acquisition is being funded through
a $35 million public offering of shares, the sell-off of Hi-Tec’s
wholesale operations to new operating partners, a $50 million
credit facility from Cerberus and a $5 million receivables loan
from Cherokee chairman Jess Ravich.
CGB, based in Sherman Oaks, CA, intends to convert the
42-year old Hi-Tec business, which recorded approximately
$143 million in 2015 revenues and estimated global wholesale
sales of about $288 million, into a licensing model with the
brand’s new operating partners paying royalties for the use
of certain Hi-Tec intellectual property. O

Woolrich Sets Strategy for Eventual IPO
A new, London-based entity, Woolrich International, has
materialized from the merger between Pennsylvania-based
Woolrich Inc. and Italy-based Woolrich Europe, the Woolrich
trademark licensee for Europe and Asia since 1998. The holding company plans to accelerate brand growth and file for a
public offering of shares on an international stock exchange
as soon as 2020.
Financial terms of the transaction were not disclosed, but
W.P. Lavori, in Corso, Italy, will lead the new organization as
majority owner with Cristina Calori as chairman and CEO of
Woolrich International. Paolo Corinaldesi has been named CEO.
Nicholas Brayton will continue as president of Woolrich Inc.
and spearhead the North American market.
Key initiatives for Woolrich International include growing
brand sales 12 percent annually over the next four years to
reach global revenue of $300 million and an employee base of
500 by 2020. O
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Insect Repellency
Extreme Waterproof/Breathable
Antimicrobial
Moisture Wicking
UV Protection
Water Repellency
Sustainable fabrics
Made in America

We’re more than just a textile company.

HARD TO BELIEVE?
Stop by at our upcoming tradeshows and see our latest innovative fabric technologies for yourself.
OR, Salt Lake City
booth # MR150A

PGA, Orlando
booth # 7149

ISPO, Munich
booth # B5.118

@burlington1923 | burlington.com | 336.379.6220

NEWS & ANALYSIS

The North Face Looks Ahead
Who Is Today’s Outdoor Consumer?
By Jennifer Ernst Beaudry

T

he North Face celebrated its 50th anniversary late last
year, but the San Leandro, CA-based brand isn’t spending
much time looking back. After a busy 2016 that saw the
firm open a flagship store in NYC and a concept store in
San Francisco, the biggest change may well be internal.
In 2016, the brand completely reorganized its sales,
product creation and marketing teams around four different territories: Mountain Sports, Mountain Culture, Mountain Athletics and Urban
Exploration. The change, Todd Spaletto, president of The North Face,
says, is to let the brand focus on four different and critical aspects of the
way consumers today are thinking about the outdoors and about themselves. “We don’t consider it four different consumers — we consider it
one consumer who has four different dimensions of their lives,” he says.
Here, Spaletto breaks down the four elements that he thinks define that
outdoor adventurer today.
So what led to this repositioning? Was it just time?
If you were to look at the outdoor industry 10 or 15 years ago, you’d
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say, “Oh, I get outdoor brands: it’s about making classifications of
product and things like soft shells and rainwear and its for those
moments when you’re physically in the mountains.” And that was
the only thing that was considered core in outdoor. And our consumer insights as well as our own intuition and understanding of
our brand told us that that’s just not true anymore.

CRAFTED IN THE U.S.A. SINCE 1905

The connection of The North Face to technical performance gear
is a natural one — the brand was founded in 1966 as a retail store
focused on climbers. But how do the other elements fit in?
Our target consumers lead an incredibly active lifestyle and they
have moments where they’re
absolutely pushing their limits on
the mountain, skiing or climbing
or hiking — I call that part the
sun because everything revolves
around it. But there are thousands of hours of preparation
that go into that. If you were to
come to our campus this week,
you would see dozens of people
working out at lunch because ski
season is coming and they want
to get in shape, or a North Face
Endurance Challenge race is in a
couple of month and they need to
run some hills. Kit DesLauriers,
one of our athletes, says she has
18-hour days in the Himalayas,
5 Questions With Todd Spaletto and that means that nine hours
into a day she’s gotta have a half
tank of gas left. And she doesn’t get that through more mountaineering — she gets that through training.
What’s the opportunity in Mountain Culture?
There is that moment where you’re physically doing those things,
but some of the reasons you go are for the before and the after. And
that category allows us to be more creative, more expressive. It’s a
good sportswear opportunity and a big spring-summer play. And it’s
growing. If you go to Outdoor Retailer, you’re beginning to feel a bit
more of that cultural side that is really relevant.

CL2 HIKER
COMING SPRING 2017
• CRAFTED IN THE U.S.A.
• PATENTED MOISTURE CONTROL
• FOOT HUGGING FIT

Explain Urban Exploration, the category that maybe falls farthest
from traditional core outdoor. What does that target?
Our consumers say that they like experiencing new cultures, trying
new things, learning new languages, going to plays, listening to
music, and where does all that happen? It happens in cities. And so
the idea of us being in this Urban Exploration area is an incredibly
relevant and a real dimension of that same consumer’s life. Some of
the best athletes at The North Face that every weekend are climbing in Yosemite or skiing in Tahoe, they live in San Francisco. And
the reason is because the sense of exploration is every day. It is that
feeling you have of diversity and culture and energy and food and
entertainment and the energy that the city provides and that connects to them emotionally as much as the energy from the mountain.

• SEAMLESS TOE CLOSURE
• BREATHABLE MESH

Looking ahead, are you bullish on 50 years?
What we’re really excited and proud of is that on our 50th anniversary, The North Face is a $2.5 billion brand. I don’t know if there’s
another $2.5 billion brand in our industry that doesn’t use a bat or
a ball, and we’re really proud of that. We’re an out-of-bounds brand
and we’re proud that the things that define this brand are the same
things that we’ve had for 50 years. I’m really excited about these four
territories because we think that this is a way for us to shine a bright
light on the authenticity of our brand and to be a bigger part of the
same consumer’s life. O
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Today, backpacks are
as ubiquitous on the
street as they are on
the mountain. Outdoor
brands have created
packs that work as
well for Monday-Friday
commuting as for
weekends in the woods.
Here, brands weigh in
on current designs, the
evolution of feature sets
and how success in
technical packs translates
to the urban commuter.

How do you balance the design elements that work
for both urban commuters and weekend hikers?
“The specific carry needs of many modern consumers are not as different as they would seem. Urban
commuters and weekend hikers alike often have
the same basic carry needs — extra layers, media
stash, hydration, etc., so as far as we are concerned
there is no difference between designing a bag for
someone in the city or designing a bag for someone
in the mountains. Our goal is to enable exploration
regardless of the environment.”
Randy Schwartz, The North Face
“Urban commuters’ problems may be a little more
elusive. We bring honest, genuine benefits of a technical backpack to the urban commuting experience.
That’s starting to gain some traction now. People
do care about the details in that part of their life
just as they do out on the trail.”
John Sears, Gregory Mountain Products
“Everyday use can be more complicated than an
application-specific pack since there are so many
variables in what goes into that bag. People are
looking at backpacks as a solution for their everyday
carry compared to the briefcase of 20 years ago.”
Luke Boswell, Mystery Ranch
“People are multi-disciplinary and want a pack that
works for the office, the plane and hiking at the
end of the day. How do we design something that
is simple but meets the needs of someone who is
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active traveling and hiking? We have an advantage
because we haven’t been in that space for decades.
We offer a fresh perspective. A lot of backpack
companies will just copy others.”
Bryan Papé, Miir
“There are so many things to consider, like how the
user is commuting. The needs of a bike commuter
are very different than those of a rail commuter.
Throwing the weekend hiker’s needs into that equation only adds complexity. When trying to design
for multiple use scenarios, Osprey has always done
best by keeping it simple. With a simple design, the
user can define how the pack is used rather than
the other way around. Then it really comes down
to aesthetics. Does the user identify more as an
urban dweller and wants to carry that image into
the woods, or do they identify with the outdoor
culture more and want to carry that into the urban
environment? Understanding these questions helps
us to design more thoughtfully.”
Cassie Tweed, Osprey Packs
How have feature sets evolved to address these
audiences? What features are rising to the top of
a buyer’s list of criteria?
“These consumers bring similar functional needs to
packs as traditional consumers, but they also bring
new demands to pack design. Some of these needs
are high reflectivity for commuting, new pocket
shaping to accommodate items like bike locks/
helmets, weather proofing, improved durability in
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“As the products this consumer is carrying have evolved, the way the
products are carried has also evolved. Although carrying a laptop remains
important, carrying tablets of various sizes have become equally important.
This consumer tends to use their phone or tablet in both the urban and
outdoor settings, to take photographs and such. We have addressed this
need, among other needs, by adding padded and protective tablet sleeves to
our new daypacks. Attention to detail, quality and build is very important.”
Michael Meyer, Granite Gear
“Aesthetics are important, but even more important for an outdoor brand
like Deuter is staying true to the core functionality that got us here: a comfortable, supportive back system that allows the pack to carry well while
fully loaded.”
Becky Marcelliano, Deuter USA
“Along with places to store their techy touch screens, these users may want
a water bottle pocket or two on the exterior and a large main compartment.
Simplest is best and quick, easy access is key.”
Cassie Tweed, Osprey Packs
“Versatility, waterproof/water resistant construction/materials, durability,
organization, quick access, reflectivity, laptop carry, phone pocket, secure
pockets and comfort [are important], as is that it carries well riding a bike,
along with things like bike light attachment points.”
Robert Hollister, Mountain Hardwear
“This consumer has become versatile, using their devices and gear for both
the urban and outdoor settings, so they tend to be looking for versatility
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different areas, and easy bike light lash points. The exciting aspect for us
about these new consumers is redefining traditional features in new ways.”
Randy Schwartz, The North Face

among features in daypacks. Features and benefits that have multiple
functions are key. Basic protection against the elements like rain or snow,
tend to be essential, as well as comfortable shoulder straps and breathable
back panels. The ability to use one single backpack for both the daily commute and the weekend hike is attractive, because it requires less stuff and
requires them to spend less money.”
Michael Meyer, Granite Gear
“There have been more demands for cellphone, laptop sleeve and bottle
pockets. We’ve worked to simplify the design. We’ve studied how people
use these bags and we have simplified the functional design to match
their needs.”
Bryan Papé, Miir
Is the urban commuter customer coming to your brand with previous outdoor
experience or is the commuter pack their first exposure to your brand?
“Commuter packs definitely expose new customers to the brand. It’s a
farther-reaching consumer base than the traditional outdoor consumer,
but commuter packs also appeal to a large number of outdoor consumers,
so it’s a win, win.”
Robert Hollister, Mountain Hardwear
“We definitely see a lot of crossover between our military and hunting pack
owners to our day packs. People are looking at backpacks as a solution for
their everyday carry compared to the briefcase of 20 years ago.”
Luke Boswell, Mystery Ranch
“There’s a clear movement to backpacks. It’s a symbol of freedom and
exploration. Value of experience is being placed higher than buying things.
Consumers see these packs as a life companion to take them wherever they
want to go.”
John Sears, Gregory Mountain Products O
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GLOVES

Attention
To Detail
1

Narrowing the Gap between Design
Intent and Finished Product.

5

SealSkinz Sub Zero Glove, MSRP $90.

TOP 3 TRENDS

1
Thinner
Insulation
Materials

2
Breathability
& Dexterity

3
Gloves vs.
Mittens
Battle

W

hen the temperatures fall below
freezing, changing a ski goggle lens or
adjusting a ski boot buckle requires
dexterity. Try accomplishing one of
those tasks with cold fingers and
snow sports enthusiasts
quickly understand the benefit of high-quality
winter gloves.
Advancements in insulation, shell materials and construction methods have helped
product managers narrow the gap between
design intent and finished product.
“As materials improve, gloves and mitts
are able to perform better with less bulk
and weight,” says Robert Hollister, product
line manager for equipment and accessories,
Mountain Hardwear. “Lighter materials and
better insulation combined with smart design
maximize efficiency and allow for higher levels
of dexterity, warmth and durability that far outperform glove designs of the past.”
Hands help regulate body temperature.
Depending on your activity, it’s important for
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your hands to warm up and cool down. “The importance of
breathable materials, cooling materials, heated constructions can help make your day great instead of mediocre,”
says Meghan Martens, product manager for gloves, gaiters,
shelter and storage at Outdoor Research.
Thinner insulation delivers better dexterity, a key feature
in many consumer’s purchasing decision. “Innovations
and improvement of performance materials
have made way for the ability to construct
not only warmer and thinner gloves but
better fitting and more dexterous ones
as well,” says Mechille Kiss, glove
product line manager at Dakine.
Insulation innovation is “especially
critical to us,” notes Shawn Pritchett,
country manager USA for SealSkinz.
“Part of our brand mantra is about
lightweight and dexterity. We try to
use as little insulation as possible to fit
the use case and temperature range.”
Ortovox Swisswool Freeride
Glove, MSRP $140.
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Gloves vs. Mittens

Flylow Ridge Glove, MSRP $45.

The North Face Montana Mitt,
MSRP $70.

Dakine Electra Mitt, MSRP $35.

Leki Copper S Glove,
MSRP $129.

The North Face Denali Thermal
Mitt, MSRP $35.

Outdoor Research Aksel Work
Glove, MSRP $65.

Dakine Phantom Glove,
MSRP $100.

Features for Fingers
Dexterity is an important product attribute, but there’s
more to the story than thin insulation. Fit, dexterity,
warmth, breathability, grip and durability also make
the “must have” list of features.
“Winter enthusiasts are looking for gloves that perform and enhance their activity with no compromises
that may take away from the experience or slow them
down,” says Hollister. “All Mountain Hardwear gloves
feature a special pre-curve design and patterning that
mimics the shape of a hand in a neutral position. This
makes our gloves more comfortable and fit better. It
means your hands don’t have to work against the glove
shape and materials. The significance of the pre-curve
design comfort becomes really apparent when you’ve
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Mountain Hardwear Powder
Maven.

been gripping an ice axe or a ski pole all day.”
With smartphone apps that can track weather conditions, ski performance attributes and activities of
friends, gloves need to accommodate technology.
Consumers want their gloves to be easy-on/easy-off
and touchscreen compatible.
“Everyone on the hill or in the backcountry has
their smartphone with them. And the benefit of using
your phone without taking your gloves off is huge,”
says Martens.
Versatility may be the feature that turns interest into
purchase. “Consumers are looking for adaptability,
they want a glove that can be worn for many purposes
from skiing to commuting,” says Robin Butler, product
line manager for gloves at The North Face. O

TAKE A LOOK AROUND A SKI
lift and you will likely see more
gloves than mittens. Gloves
offer control and dexterity, but
mittens are often warmer. Many
snowsports enthusiasts alternate
between wearing both.
“There is a huge market for
mitts,” says Dakine’s Mechille
Kiss. “Mitts have been trending
for a while now and we still have
consistent growth there. Not
only customers who you would
typically consider more of a mitt
user, but also a lot of others
are choosing mitts these days.
As materials and mitt designs
improve, a lot of typical glove
customers are switching over.”
“There’s definitely still a
market for mitts,” says Robert
Hollister, of Mountain Hardwear.
“Cold hands are a common
issue and a glove cannot match
the warmth of a mitt. The first
and foremost mitt end-use is
high altitude mountaineering.
This is the one activity where a
mitt is a requirement and not just
a personal preference. The most
efficient way to get the highest
level of warmth to protect the
vulnerable hands is with a mitt.”
Many mountaineers and
backcountry skiers are still
choosing mitts as the most
reliable defense against cold
hands. It’s not uncommon on
multi-day trips for users to bring
both a pair of gloves and mitts.
The North Face’s Robin
Butler says, “There will always
be a need for both in the
marketplace. The benefit of
mittens is increased warmth
created by keeping your fingers
together and contain body heat.
It is a challenge to grasp tools or
attach snowboard binding while
wearing mittens. That is why we
offer mittens with full-finger and
trigger finger liners to increase
the dexterity of our mittens.”
“We have seen substantial
growth in our insulated mitts.
Women tend to have colder
hands and nothing keeps hands
warmer than puffy mitts. Of course
there are men who also love mitts,
but I see more women than men
wearing them,” says Outdoor
Research’s Meghan Martens. O
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FOOTWEAR

Wolverine Jensen Boot

FINE-TUNING
FOOTWEAR
Retailers Get Back to Retail Basics
as they Hone Their Shoe Strategies
Heading into Outdoor Retailer.

R

etailers finalizing their buys for Fall
’17 say sweating the details will be
the key to a successful season.
Speaking to Outdoor Insight before
January’s Outdoor Retailer Winter
Market in Salt Lake City, independents outlined strategies to keep
their shoe walls fresh, exciting and profitable, going
deeper with their best-performing brands, adding newer
lines to keep their mix unique and fine-tuning their offering to hit key pricepoints.
Stephanie Hite, buyer for the Diamond Brand Outdoors
(as well as closeout specialist Frugal Backpacker) shops
based in Asheville, NC, says that even with only one
truly cold day behind them, casual leather fall/winter
styles from Sorel, including the Lea Wedge and Major
Carly boots, have been strong, as has OluKai’s Moloa

By Jennifer Ernst Beaudry
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FOOTWEAR
slip-on for men. New brand to the store Hoka One One has also been
a standout, she says. “It’s the first season we’ve ever brought them in
and we’ve had to reorder twice.”
But looking ahead, Hite says she thinks there’s room to fine tune,
even with proven labels.
“With Sorel, we are carrying 10 different styles — that needs to be
honed in,” she says. “Same thing with OluKai. We have six different
styles for men, but only one that is really selling.”
For Malia Ozegovich, buyer for the Kalispell, MT-based The Toggery
stores, Fall ’16 has been a similar story.
Ozegovich flagged men’s and women’s styles from Sorel, casual and
low hikers from Oboz and classic Ugg silhouettes as continuing to be
strong this fall. Merrell, Timberland and Hoka, a newer brand for the

shops, have also been connecting with consumers. But there’s room
to improve.
“In Sorel, we’re overbought this year — we buy so many of their styles,
so we’ll probably cut that women’s order. Same with Ugg — people are
more sticking with their classics,” she says.
But even as they narrow their focus with some of their big names,
shops say that making sure their brand assortment reflects their pricing priorities is critical.
“We don’t have a lot of price point stuff [right now], but we’re going
to try some and hopefully get those customers who are interested in
a brand,” but are more cautious with their dollars, says David Gill, the
footwear buyer for Mahoney’s Outfitters Johnson City, TN. Styles like
the more affordable $89 Salomon X-Ultra Prime hiker could appeal

Merrell All Out Blaze 2

Altra Timp Trail Runner

Topo MT-2

La Sportiva Tempesta GTX

Salomon Sense Pro Ride

Hoka One One Stinson 4
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to a different consumer than the pricier, $135-and-up XA Pro shoes,
for example, he says, adding that “there’s at least one or two models
from every brand. We have the [higher-end] models that have proven
themselves, but we’ll also have options for all the customers you’re
missing,” he says. “Instead of them going to Dick’s, maybe we can have
a few of those sales.”
Matthew Moritz, senior hardgoods buyer for Manzanita Outdoor in
Prescott, AZ, is also looking to bolster his offerings with solid options
in opening price points and in proven winners.
“We have a lot of retirees who have moved to the area and have a
fixed income,” he says. While there’s no other major outdoor chain in
the immediate neighborhood, a Dick’s 20 minutes away is competition

for consumers.
“We have a good-better-best strategy — for the higher-end product,
we’ll keep it tighter, and won’t go into the off sizes,” he says. “With our
best brands, like Oboz, our top seller, we’ll go all the way from a men’s
8 to a men’s 14.”
But Hite says she’s taking the opposite strategy into fall for the two
Diamond Brand stores. In a town rich with both outdoor shops and
bigger players such as REI, Dick’s and Academy, she’s planning to
expand with premium brands that will set her apart.
“With Keen’s [entry-level] Koven shoe, Dick’s and Academy all carry
that it and they always discount it,” she says. Instead, Hite says she will
be expanding with Italian brand Salewa as well as La Sportiva, a new

Bearpaw Natalia

Merrell Chateau Midlace
Polar Waterproof

Merrell Thermo Vortex

Wolverine Felix

Forsake Phil Chukka

Sorel Cozy Short
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FOOTWEAR
brand to the location.
The idea of keeping specialty special is especially resonant right now,
stores confirm. For Manzanita, the loss of the Ahnu brand (the Deckersowned label has been folded into the Teva brand and has dropped
the men’s line entirely) has been a blow: Moritz says he’s hoping that
adding a specialty-focused brand such as Altra can drive traffic. (So far,
it’s been working. Even before getting its initial shipment of Spring ’17
product, Moritz says, showing up on Altra’s dealer locator online has
resulted in as many as 10 phone calls and a “handful” of visits already
from shoppers looking to find the brand.)
And continuing to stock the versatile, functional but still fashionable and lightweight styles consumers are asking for will be critical,
brands say.

Marc Pearson, buyer for Boise, ID-based Idaho Mountain Touring,
says boots in lower heights have been strong. And climbing-inspired
and approach shoes are starting to resonate as well, he says. “Some
people are trending toward the approach shoe as a lifestyle shoe.”
Mahoney’s Gill says Hoka has had a broad appeal at the shop.
“We sell a ton of Hokas, but we’re not selling them to runners per se
— it’s working people who are on their feet all day. There is a podiatrist
in the area who tells people to go and get in a pair of Hokas. That’s
probably the most explosive brand we’ve got — people love them.”
For The Toggery’s Ozegovich, that multi-use potential is the key to
success for top-seller Oboz and others.
“We stick with the more casual styles, the lower hikers — the more
versatile, the better,” she says. O

Forsake Syncline

Icebug Solus BUGrip

Sorel Madson Hiker Waterproof

Oboz Big Sky Low Insulated B-Dry
Muck Arctic Outpost Lace Mid Brown

Hi-Tec Altitude WP
Muck Arctic Après Tall
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LIFESTYLE APPAREL

WORK
PLAY
T
he outdoor lifestyle is driving the fashion world. Fashion-leaning
brands have copied heritage design cues from outdoor apparel brands
in an attempt to capture the appeal of spending time outside. Their
approach has even coined a new word — “lumbersexual.”
“Mainstream brands are recognizing what we’ve always known,”
says Michael Millenacker, CEO of Royal Robbins. “The outdoors is
perhaps the most inspiring, rewarding place for people to spend time with friends,
family or discovering themselves solo.”
The increased competition from “fashion” brands playing in the outdoor space is not
necessarily a threat. “Brands that try to tap into any trend without fully understanding the needs of the outdoor consumer will have no more than fleeting success,” says
Millenacker. “It’s not about trendiness. It’s about long-lasting functionality, sustainability and durability.”
Outdoor is now, in and of itself, kind of a design category. “That raises the bar for us
to be tuned into not only the normal approach to the way we design product but more
critical in terms of fit and details,” says Kate Larramendy, design director at Toad&Co.
“There’s an acknowledgement that traditional heritage-rooted outdoor design is a
style of its own. Outdoor has an advantage over fashion brands because they are just
adopting the style as a look, but this is what we live and breathe. What we are learning
from them is that we have to make the product better.”
While fashion conscious consumers can sometimes be fickle, it would seem the
outdoor influenced fashion category is here to stay.
“Society has gotten more casual in a positive way,” says Noah Robertson, co-founder
and design director at Mountain Khakis. “Casual dress is allowing people to still dress
in a professional way but enjoy an outdoor experience on a whim. The larger, fashion
brands will continue to recognize that trend. We continue to see larger mainstream
brands being influenced by outdoor brands.”
“We are seeing more and more brands moving towards fashion. The fusion of fashion and function is a growing trend the serves the need to gain more use out of their
outdoor brands. We design our menswear to meet at the intersection of fashion and
function through timeless style, thus reducing the consumers price per wear,” says
Mike Arbeiter, president of Fisher + Baker.
Technical fabrics and performance design is not just for outdoor brands. “The focus
on functionality, comfort and performance fabrics is weaving its way into high fashion.
People demand that,” says Millenacker.
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Blurring the
Line Between
Fashion
and Function.
By Lou Dzierzak

Ecoths’ Hayes Hoodie is an organic
cotton hoodie designed for a casual,
laid back look. MSRP $44.50.

LIFESTYLE APPAREL
The outdoor trend’s staying power is rooted in its originality. “What people
like about outdoor is the sense that you are looking at something authentic.
Something intrinsically adding value. The concept of versatility is not lost on
anyone in fashion,” says Larramendy. “People are looking for clothes to let them
do a lot of things during the day. Versatility is kind of ethos that comes out of
outdoor that I think will continue to influence casual apparel for some time.”
While mainstream brands look to outdoor for design cues, outdoor brands
follow a similar approach to following fashion trends. “Even though we are
rooted in the outdoors we don’t work in a vacuum,” says Larramendy. “Trends
are things you draw inspiration from. You identify the ones that are relevant to
you and don’t pay attention to the ones that aren’t. Good design is good design.
We look for good design everywhere.”
Outdoor brands are paying more attention than ever to color, fabrics,
patterns and materials. “That’s of utmost importance and focus for us. We
continue to build on our core styles and try to update those and build on the

Toad&Co Carver Canvas Coat

Toad&Co Reversible
Boomerang Shirtjac

Aventura Newberry
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Toad&Co Indigo Skye Shirt

Ecoths Hudson Jacket

Mountain Khakis Old
Faithful Coat

strength they’ve built over the years,” says Millenacker. “We continue to build
on heritage and core styles but continue to bring something new into our styling through fabric, color, functionality and technology. That’s something that
fashion brands can’t do.”
Seasonal Versatility
Traditionally, apparel brands offer apparel collections that match the seasons.
Lighter garments for spring and summer. Warmer options for cooler autumn
and coldest winters. Outdoor brands approach seasonality in different ways.
“We’re seeing more product being sold year round than complete new product
collections three or four times per year,” says Robertson. “There are different
climates around the country. It’s helpful to offer collections or cross pollinating
collections that people can put together assortments that fit their climate best.”
Weather is increasingly unreliable. “The seasons aren’t beginning or ending
like we expect,” says Larramendy. “That’s made us assess how we look at

Mountain Khakis
Shady Lady Shirt

Fjallraven Ovik Re-Wool Shirt

ExOfﬁcio Robson Hoody

Mountain Khakis Fireside
Fleece Jacket

Fjallraven Ovik Re-Wool Sweater

ExOfﬁcio Kelowna
Hoody

ExOfﬁcio Hastings Pant

Mountain Khakis Flannel
Original Mountain Pant

Aventura Barton Jacket
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Fisher + Baker
Birmingham CPO
Jacket

Royal Robbins
Headwall Chambray

clothes. We’re looking at more designs that may not be so weather
dependent. Consumers aren’t as locked into seasonal shifts. Apparel
that can flex between more weather environments will increasingly
be the underpinning of more collections.”
Williamson says, “We’re pretty non-weather dependent on seasons. People don’t shop like they did 20 years ago. They don’t go
back-to-school shopping in August. They don’t buy winter apparel
until it gets cold outside or spring product until it warms up.”
With lifestyle apparel serving work, recreation and travel environments, outdoor brands are keeping collections flexible throughout
the year. Rotating in new apparel choices more frequently can be a
benefit to specialty retailers. “Not a lot of retailers have new product
on the floor during the summer because they are waiting to get fall
product in,” notes Williamson. “If you don’t have new product, why
will the consumer go to an outdoor retailer? They are waiting for
the end of season to buy with a discounted price.”
Refining Fit
Color, style and fashion catch a consumer’s eye, but fit is the
key to gaining long-term brand loyalty. With today’s range of fit
definitions like slim fit, relaxed fit and athletic fit, finding the right
fit is a challenge for both designers and consumers.
“Fit is a soul-crusher. We work so hard on fit. The most important
element in fit is to know your perfect customer is and shoot for
that target,” says Larramendy.
“We know who our customer is and we’re not chasing an audience that’s younger or fitter. We stay true to the demographics of
our customer. As our customers mature and change they will still
find what they want in our line. Not only does the brand speak to
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them but it fits them as well,” says Williamson.
Definitions of fit vary. “[It] can be cyclical at times and often
depends a lot on the activity and what you want to wear and how
you want to wear it,” says Robertson. “There’s no question fit is
something we’ve had to keep a close eye on and adjust at times. It’s
important to communicate what your brand fit is. That will work
for some and not for others. As long as you can be consistent in
delivering that message.”
A Sustainable Appeal
Outdoor brands have invested in supply chain and manufacturing processes to reduce the environmental impact of creating
apparel lines.
“Customers continue to embrace the organic, sustainability
movements. We need to be better stewards of the natural world.
As an apparel manufacturer, it’s our responsibility to produce
apparel in the least impactful way. This is important for us to do
the best we can,” says Robertson.
“There is a lot more interest in buying from companies consumers
believe have done their homework on sustainability. Consumers
want that commitment from their suppliers. On the sustainability front, doing the right thing is something we self-impose that
approach, not because it’s a consumer demand,” says Larramendy.
“Our industry has brought sustainability to the forefront of apparel
and I think the fashion brands will continue on that journey with
us. That’s great for everyone,” says Millenacker. “Our consumers
are telling us they are excited about our move to focus on sustainability. We’ve seen a great reaction to our return to our corporate
social responsibility roots.” O
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WINTER PANTS

PAYING ATTENTION
(TO THE DETAILS)
ICE CLIMBING. BACKCOUNTRY SKIING. FREERIDE.

Check List
After selecting the most appropriate technical fabrics that
match their winter pursuits, buyers pay attention to the smaller
details. “Waterproof breathable is old news and everyone takes it
44 • Outdoor Insight • January 2017

for granted now. People just expect it and now they want softer
hand and an element of stretch to go along with it,” says Chris
Hrenko, spokesperson for Ortovox, which uses Toray Dermizax
membranes in its hardshells, incorporating four-way stretch
and a matte finish with a more natural, quiet feel.
At Helly Hansen, the brand “has never been more focused
on consumer centric design than it is today,” notes Tavell.
“For our ski line we have talked, listened and observed
more professionals than ever before.”
Knowing that cold weather accelerates the draining of
mobile phone battery life, Helly Hansen designers engineered a pocket to solve this. The brand’s Life Pocket is
developed to preserve battery lifespan and keep a pocket
two or three times warmer than a regular pocket. It also
has a sweat barrier to keep the pocket dry.
With plans to spend all day outside, comfort and fit
can’t be overlooked in the designer’s approach to technical pants. “Comfort. Period. If you’re wet, you’re cold. If
you’re cold, you’re not having fun. We have a great portfolio of technologies to deploy to keep our friends and
customers comfortable and happy outside,” says Lauver.

TECHNICAL WINTER PANTS GET A REFRESH FOR 2017

Mountaineering. It’s not hard to find a technical shell meticulously
designed for each of those winter pursuits. Technical pants, on
the other hand, are sometimes less flashy and more generic. They
are often black, waterproof and have maybe a pocket or two.
But pant design is changing. Product managers are paying
more attention to the way pants and jackets work together to
create a seamless, comfortable environment for a frigid day
outside. Consumers can select from cold-weather performance
pants that are insulated or uninsulated, windproof, waterproof
and stretchy.
”Insulated jackets and lightly insulated pants are by far the
biggest needs in ski wear,” says Phillip Tavell, winter sport
category manager at Helly Hansen. “We do ski in cold weather
and most consumers are looking to stay warm. At the same time
no one is comfortable if they are too warm or sweaty, which
makes you cold. We invest a lot in technologies that allow the
consumer to regulate their temperature on any given time.”
Apparel designers are aiming to solve specific problems for
the consumer while keeping an eye on versatility. “Concepts
are born out of specific end-use problems, but we get excited
about ideas that quickly become valid in multiple activities,”
says Alex Lauver, product manager for technical apparel at
Outdoor Research. “Consumers today are asking for versatility
in their garments and don’t want to buy multiple products
as they once did. We’re being asked for products that solve
problems and have more broad appeal.”
Outdoor Research has a hybrid pant coming out that
blends active insulation with a proprietary air permeable
membrane for maximum comfort and breathability. Designed
for ice climbing, the pant has crossover appeal to things like
ski touring and snowshoeing, notes Lauver.
Expanding choices in technical fabrics have given designers
more options in design. “Fabric and textile technology has
gotten so advanced,” says Chris Pew, director of product at
TREW Gear. “We have three-layer fabric that breathes and
stretches like softshell. It’s soft, quiet and comfortable. Our
staples have become more versatile, but we’ve become more
targeted with our high-end products like the Roam bib. Stretch
is one of the most important things with three-layer fabrics.
Textiles have become more approachable to people who may
have not purchased technical shells in the past.”
Dan Abrams, founder of Flylow, notes, “The finest outdoor
apparel has always been in the mountaineering world. The
problem with that for skiers is that when I’m climbing a mountain
with skis on my pack, the boots are heavier and my skis more
weight. When I get to the top I’m not going to turn around and
walk back down and slowly let my body temperature drop. I’m
going to ski down at 50 mph, so your body temperature shifts
so much faster in skiing compared to mountaineering.”

Sets or Separates?
Do skiers buy technical shells and pants at the same
time? Is it important to match brands, styles, colors and
patterns?
“We certainly like to think so,” says Lauver. “We envision kits when pairing jackets with pants for a specific
end use, but recognize sometimes consumers are only
replacing half their kit. When you find a good pair of
pants that fit well, I think consumers will be loyal. It’s
no different than their brand of jeans.”
Those buying at higher price points are more likely to
buy a jacket and pants together, says Tavell. “When they
buy a $500 or $600 jacket they want a pair of pants to
go with it. At those price points an outfit is much more
asked for.”
Color Palettes
There’s always basic black, but skiers are looking for
more options. “We offer nine colors per gender, per season,”
says Abrams. “Three different outfit combinations. If you
are more concise with your colors, your line will look a lot
tighter and merchandise better. Color is just so important.
We create and merchandise complete outfits. When they
look well together, that helps the retailer.”
Ortovox offers a distinctive, asymmetrical, color block
style and its customers do buy both pants and shells, says
Hrenko. “The style is unique, the pants and jackets go
together really well, and people like to keep them together.”
It’s no secret that decisions about color choices can vary
by gender. “Color is the first determinant whether a woman
even looks at your pants,” says Abrams. “Fit is second. We
don’t make a piece of women’s apparel that doesn’t contain
stretch and we work laboriously to nail the fit.” O
outdoorinsightmag.com

Flylow Baker Bib Pant, MSRP $390.

Dare2b Shadow Side Pant, MSRP $190.

Outdoor Reserach Alpenice Pant, MSRP $300.

Flylow Daisy Insulated Pant, MSRP $225.

TREW Eagle Pant, MSRP $349.

Helly Hansen Wasatch Shell Pant, MSRP $475.
TREW Roam Pant, MSRP $419.
Ortovox Aletsch Pant, MSRP $530.
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TEXTILES

Selling Performance in
The Material World
Communicating Technology in the Age of Consumer-Friendly Icons.
By Suzanne Blecher

N
A Polygiene label on
a garment.

ot so long ago, lingo
was complicated in the
textile world. We heard
a lot about beakers and
parts-per-million, with
a big focus on chemistry and numbers. Today, brands have
changed the way functional and technological information is disseminated,
with the challenge of striking a balance
between consumer-friendliness and hightech talk.
“Our studies have shown that easy-tounderstand, branded ingredients are seen

as a sign of quality,” says Colleen Nipkow,
marketing director for the Americas for
Polygiene. Therefore the brand keeps
messaging simple with terms including
“odor free” and “stays fresh,” along with
a QR code for additional information on
its website. Providing a solution to prevent the growth of odor-causing bacteria
and fungi at the source permanently, as
well as general freshness, Polygiene has
solutions for all types of textiles, plastics
and foams.
In order to engage both partner brands
and end users, Polygiene offers several
ways of telling its story. Hangtags (“odor
free” for sports and outdoor, “stays fresh”
for fashion/lifestyle), care labels (Wear
More. Wash Less), sewn-in labels, brochures, in-store events and heat transfers
are all available.
And while it’s true that 60 percent of
consumers are willing to pay more for a
product that includes a technology that
benefits them and truly works, “most
people don’t want more hangtags,” notes
Nipkow.
Icons and infographics are a great way
to present technological information in
a way that’s easy to digest,” says David
Ludd, VP–global marketing for Coolcore.
While lab testing, clinical testing and wear
testing information is available for consumers on the brand’s site, the consumer
message is “Cooler, drier, chemical-free
comfort for maximum performance.”
Coolcore uses a unique combination
of blended yarns to deliver three distinct
functions: wicking to move sweat away
from the body, moisture transportation to avoid saturation and regulated
evaporation for a cooling effect. Coolcore
technology can be found in Dr. Cool
towels, CoolAid equine blankets and
working gloves.
Icons & End-Users
With so many proprietary technologies
and icons touted on apparel, gear and
accessories, it’s easy for a consumer
to get overwhelmed. Stio keeps things
simple by “pitching the benefits that a
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fabric technology will provide a consumer
across relatable activities, which we call
the ‘epic and every day,’ without going too
deep on the technical jargon,” according
to Stio’s VP–sales and marketing Noah
Waterhouse. While “optimal waterproof/
breathability” may be enough for most
consumers to trust in the performance
of an Environ jacket or pant, Stio also
includes a long list of details about the
pieces on its site (e.g. Dermizax 3L Stretch
Waterproof/Breathable, 100 percent polyester, Dermizax Membrane 20,000mm
waterproofness, 10,000 g/m2/24hrs breathability, 50 denier, 174 g/m2, 80/20 DWR).
This season Stio is also leveraging some
textile partner graphics and video in the
firm’s own product videos, which are
being produced in-house.
For some products, the key is in the
demonstration of the technology. Asics’
Lite-Show technology offers 360-degree
protection with reflective materials
designed to enhance visibility during
low light hours and keep the wearer
warm during cold weather days. While
the reflectivity component may not be
super-obvious with the naked eye in a
retail environment, the brand communicates this story with hangtag details,
fixture toppers and rack lanyards showing
day/night imagery. Asics also encourages consumers to take a picture (with
flash) of the items to see full reflective
capabilities.
With new/groundbreaking products,
consumers may need additional background information. When Asics launched
FlyteFoam earlier this year, the brand
explained how it took three years of
development and 300 prototypes to maintain effective cushioning in a lightweight
shoe. FlyteFoam technology is about 55
percent lighter than the industry standard foam used in other shoes, making
it feel “like you’re not even touching the
ground,” according to the brand’s site.
The story of FlyteFoam is promoted on
Asics’ website, its YouTube channel, via
social media profiles as well as through
Asics athlete social media profiles. O
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TEXTILES

A Good Yarn
The Latest Fabric Developments Have Performance Stories to Tell.

industry yarn.
Here are some developments to watch
for at Outdoor Retailer Winter Market:
Concept III: Several advancements are
on tap for upcoming seasons. Highlights
include: Dry-Tex innovative lightweight
softshell and technical laminates that continue to gain traction in active/outdoor
applications; a large collection of sustainable textiles with an array of technical
fleece fabrics from Kingwhale that feature
the company’s Low Impact Technology
(LIT) manufacturing method; Polygiene
bluesign approved odor-control technology; and Bolger & O’Hearn’s PFC-Free DWR
treatment.

Above: Schoeller’s new
denim with reﬂective
yarn and c_change
technology. Below:
Halley Stevensons
Discovery waterproof
wax alternative.

By Emily Walzer

F

or the season ahead the sustainability story is strong,
but so too is the comfort
story, the heritage story,
the partnership story, the
supply chain story — the
list goes on. Textile suppliers increasingly
understand the use of story telling as a
compelling and effective way to explain and
enhance the appeal of new technologies and
fabrications in the active outdoor category.
Performance continues as a main theme.
Lightweight is a common refrain but in new
ways: lightweight laminates, for example, are
a major talking point. Weather-protection
remains a driver; however, versatility is
equally critical. Enthusiasts want textiles
that deal with Mother Nature’s blasts of
cold, snow and wind, yet also materials
that keep pace with cold weather aerobic
activities that require breathability, moisture transfer and anti-odor technologies.
Collaborations play a big role in next
season’s story telling. And advances in
tech, as well as improvements in comfort
and aesthetics, are being told in tandem
by suppliers and brands.
As the outdoor market matures and
becomes increasingly lifestyle oriented,
new ways of selling and telling the outdoor performance story is an important
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Cordura: A 50th anniversary brings forth
a slew of activity under the umbrella of
“Heritage meets Innovation.” A highlight
is a new fiber technology, two-plus years
in development, called T420HT. The military grade high-tenacity fiber will debut
with Dickies workwear Pro line. A Combat
Wool collaboration with Marlane delivers
performance wool fabrics for men’s premium suiting.
eVent: A slate of brands are coming on
board for Fall/Winter. eVent’s newest, toughest waterproof tech, DVexpedition, will
launch with Flylow. DVexpedition is eVent’s
most durable, air permeable and waterproof
membrane, purpose-built for skiers and
serious adventurers. Rab, Motorfist, Eddie
Bauer, K2 and Strafe are other new eVent
partners in apparel.
Halley Stevensons: With its unique features,
textile heritage and sustainable attributes,
waxed cotton is drawing interest in contemporary outdoor. The company has
new programs with Mission Workshop,
Triple Aught Design, Filson, Burberry and
Carhartt, along with a new waterproof
wax alternative, called Discovery, that is
a high-performance material with a soft,
lux fabric hand.
Insect Shield: 2016 was a busy year for
Insect Shield, with growth in all channels
including military, outdoor and pet. The Zika

virus continues to be a concern, especially
with locally contracted cases reported
in Florida and Texas, and Lyme disease
continues to spread to different parts of
the country. Brand partners are exploring
a wider assortment of products. ExOfficio,
Craghoppers and Toad&Co are expanding
offerings, with new partners in the wings
for 2018.
Pertex: The UK-based supplier has a new
brand structure. Fabric sub-brands are
redefined and categorized by end-user
benefits. The new sub-brand structure
consists of three distinct series: Pertex
Quantum – insulation/wind fabrics, Pertex
Shield – waterproof breathable fabrics,
Pertex Equilibrium – double weave fabrics.
PrimaLoft: Recently introduced is PrimaLoft
Black Insulation ThermoPlume, a highperforming blowable synthetic insulation
with the look and feel of natural down.
The new product is a blend of water-resistant PrimaLoft fibers that deliver loft, wet
weather protection and compressibility.
Its construction allows for it to be blown
through traditional down-blowing manufacturing equipment.
Schoeller: Winter 2018/19 features new
water-repelling Schoeller-shape reflex
fabrics that incorporate reflective yarn
unnoticeable during the day, including
denim styles with c_change and elegant
mulesing-free wool tweeds. Schoeller
also expands its Econyl collection with
an ultralight, bielastic Schoeller-dynamic,
a very soft, fine Schoeller dryskin and a
light double- Schoeller-WB-400. The Econyl
regeneration system collects regenerable
materials from landfills and oceans and
recycling them into production lines.
W.L. Gore: Celebrating a milestone birthday,
the company will feature product innovations from the past 40 years that are now
considered industry staples. Gore-Tex fabric
was made commercially available 1976 in
tents made by Early Winters and sleeping
bags and down garments by Marmot. Gore
Seam-Tape came next in 1979 and many
new products followed over the decades. O
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CONFIDENCE IN TEXTILES

The Secret Inside

O

rthoLite’s high-performance,
open-cell foam insoles have been
making feet feel comfortable for
the past twenty years. With a 70%
market share, OrthoLite products
not only add cushioning, but create a cooler,
drier, healthier foot environment for over 200
footwear brands.
%H\RQGWKHFRPSDQ\·VWHFKQLFDOÀQHVVHLVD
dedication to helping brand partners tell their
story by adding value and driving authenticity.
In 2017, the company is working harder than
ever to “drive brand awareness and retail
sell-through for all shoes utilizing OrthoLite
technology,” according to OrthoLite President
and Co-Founder Pamela Gelsomini.
“More and more footwear brands are
looking to up their game, using technology to

How OrthoLite Adds Value
• 1st branded insole supplier in the
category, founded nearly 20 years ago.
• 400+ million insoles manufactured for
athletic, casual, dress and outdoor shoes
in 2016 alone.
• Servicing 200+ footwear brands and
their 600 factories.
• 70% share of the open-cell foam market.
• Customization through collaboration
with brands.
• Vertically integrated with wholly-owned
factories.
• Employing over 1,000 people globally,
including China, Vietnam, and Indonesia,
providing brand partners with
unparalleled customer service.
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PU. The company’s ongoing commitment
draw in the consumer,” she points out. “Our
to sustainability, which includes energy
foam technologies are the most cost-effective
and wastewater management as well as
way to upgrade the performance and long-term
biodegradable and reusable packaging, will
comfort of a shoe. But OrthoLite is more than
resonate with brands and consumers alike.
just a supplier of insoles; we are a value-add
OrthoLite’s position as a vertical supplier with
partner.”
its own foam and component manufacturing in
Launched in November, OrthoLite’s new
China, Indonesia, and Vietnam,
marketing campaign, The Secret
close to partners’ manufacturing
Inside, will visually reinforce the
facilities, further enhances the
company’s unwavering dedication
company’s position as a value-add
to technology and continued
partner. OrthoLite is currently
product innovation.
investing in Vietnam to build
Gelsomini explains that the new
a new 150,000-sq.-ft. foaming
campaign is targeted to reach both
and molding factory, and is
brand partners and consumers
investigating manufacturing in
by calling out the “secret inside”
India, according to Gelsomini.
their shoes—the OrthoLite insole.
The company recently added
OrthoLite’s over 250 different
three industry veterans to the sales
formulations enable its brand
and marketing team, including Dan
partners to customize products to
Legor as Director of Marketing,
PHHWVSHFLÀFQHHGVDQGHQGXVHV Pamela Gelsomini,
President and Co-Founder
Andy Downes as Sales Manager,
OrthoLite foam technologies
Key Accounts and Matt Hennessy
are found in most of the major
as Sales Manager, Performance East.
footwear brands, and the company has made
“As we move into 2017, we are bringing
inroads into the dress shoe market. “Dress
so much to the table beyond making shoes
shoe brands are looking to athleisure trends for
better,” says Gelsomini. “Our goal is to help
comfort,” says Gelsomini.
our brand partners create the best-performing
Two new foam formulations have recently
shoes, in addition to creating a loyal consumer
been developed in response to the continued
who wants to come back and buy another pair
growth of the athleisure market. Slightly
because of the high level of long-term comfort
denser than OrthoLite’s traditional X40, .16
they experienced.” O
density high rebound foam, R & R targets
footwear for rest, relaxation, and recovery
For more information, go to www.ortholite.us
with a cushier 15 Asker C rating. Float foam
is equally soft but with a density of .185 for
more body underfoot, ideal for walking or
workwear.
OrthoLite also offers four different foams
using bio-oil polyurethane (PU), made
from castor oil, to replace petroleum-based

ADVERTISEMENT
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ortholite.com

Deliver maximum performance with minimal environmental impact
with OrthoLite insoles—the secret to eco-friendly footwear. With
recycled rubber content in all of our foam products and eco-friendly
formulations, your customers can run, hike and walk the earth without
compromising comfort and performance.

TEXTILES

A Prescription for Warmth
By Kurt Gray

W

hen you go into a ski shop to rent
skis, they show you a chart and you
pick out what kind of skier you are.
Your choice of being a Type I, II or
III Skier allows the clerk to steer you
into the right equipment and set
it up for safety and performance,
based on your height, weight, and physical ability.
When you mention to the same clerk that you freeze all
day when you ski, all that individuality is left behind and
the solution is usually boilerplate. The recommendations
can range from an old school, “layer-up more” to guarantees
made by the space age materials inside the newest and
most expensive garments.
The truth is; everyone’s physiological reaction to the cold is
as individualistic and quirky as any other physical expression.
To make an outdoorsperson more comfortable you have to
look at it from their point of view and explore what traits and
habits their bodies exhibit when they are outside.
The first thing to establish is where they fall on the
spectrum of running hot to cold. Some folks begin the day
warm then go cold and others just start cold and stay cold.
Being warm unless bored usually indicates a teenager.
Secondly, find out where they fall on the wet to dry scale. Some
people sweat, some don’t. Some people sit in the snow, some
stand. In all cases, no matter where it comes from, water changes
the human-stay-warm formula more than any other variant.
Water makes clothing systems fail.
Lastly, size up how big and robust your customer is. We
all fall somewhere on the elephant to hummingbird scale.
Being all mass and no surface area, much like a pachyderm,
I need a completely different apparel solution than a size
2 woman. While I have a hard time regulating my body
temperature, she has difficulty generating and retaining
body heat. I need venting and vapor permeable clothing,
while she needs windproof garments that seal tightly and
are high efficiency insulators.
Just like using the ski rental poster mentioned above,
knowing a customer’s physiological profile allows a specialty
shop to prescribe the right mix of technologies and apparel
attributes best suited to their customer’s physical needs. And
by mixing in questions about basic preferences, such as what
kind of fiber they prefer, e.g. “Do you like to wear wool?” a
salesperson can lay out the multiple options available within a
category of textile or fit.
The outdoor industry presents a wide menu of technical
apparel that all lays claim to being the best at this or the
fastest at that. What isn’t explained is that people are
not bench tests, and very little of the companies’ vibrato
translates to field use. However, when mixed and combined
in the right way, today’s innovations in apparel and design
can be a powerful personal antidote to cold weather and
bad conditions.
Disclaimer: When Mr. Gray was young he wore outdoor
clothing that was so heavy, it had to work. His opinions are
not necessarily shared by the publisher or others who didn’t
own a Peter Storm sweater and a pair of Malone pants. O
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Wear More. Wash Less
Polygiene Odor Control Technology

T E S T T E A M S W E AT I N G I N T H E A P E N N I N E S, I TA LY

“If you sweat a lot, work out in high
temperatures, and don’t want to invest
in a lot of shirts, I’d highly recommend
a Polygiene-treated product.”
– Joe Jackson, Outside Online, July 2016

GOOD FOR THE PLANET · GOOD FOR THE CONSUMER · GOOD FOR YOUR BRAND
Polygiene Odor Control Technology is a durable, effective and sustainable textile treatment that uses naturally
occurring silver salt to stop the growth of odor-causing bacteria. The result? You can run more and wash less.

WHAT WOULD YOU DO WITH 3 EXTRA DAYS?
Polygiene keeps garments odor-free and wearable longer, saving water, energy, and time associated with
repeated washing. Skipping one load of laundry per week adds up to three days of free time over the course
of one year—less washing means more time to pursue your passions.

# wearmorewashless
polygiene.com

GOGGLES

Pushing for Clarity with New Lens Technologies.

Giro Axis frameless design

If you can’t see, you can’t
ski. It’s a simple equation
that drives skiers to wear
goggles. Lens materials and
technology have created highperformance products that
offer clear vision and clarity
in conditions from bright
sunshine to heavy cloud
cover and ﬂat light. Goggle
brands share insights with us
on different criteria consumers
are seeking in eyewear.

Overall, goggle technology has improved dramatically. What challenges remain to be solved?
“Lenses and quick change lens systems have
evolved quickly in the last few years, however
we still don’t have one lens that never needs to
be changed. Due to the climate we are playing
in, fog still remains a constant area of improvement, as well as increasing vision angles and
optical quality.”
Travis Tomczak, Giro Goggles, Vista Outdoor, BRG
Sports
“We’re very ambitious and always want the best
for our consumers. We’re trying to bridge that gap
by working closely with our materials suppliers
and engineers. We test every single day through
the winter. We test different lens tints and technologies to come up with what we think is the best
technology in the marketplace. In terms of lens
tints, there are so many options. We are trying to
make lenses that let the skier see details on the
snow better. We’re not sure how far we can go.”
Carlo Salmini, Shred Optics
“Getting customers to adopt the technology that is
out there is challenging. We’re trying to educate
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consumers that there is a solution to fogging out
there. The fogging problem hasn’t been solved
adequately. There are no fog treatments and coatings only work to a point.”
Jack Cornelius, ABOM
“One of the biggest challenges within the industry
is breaking the legend that polarized lenses are
not necessary. This is very far from the truth, but
has been engrained into reps and retailers alike
throughout the years.”
Mike Lewis, Zeal Optics
How have lens colors evolved? Are intermediate
skiers using the right product and selecting the
right lenses?
“We are in an era of goggle lens evolution, not
only in lens color, but in technology and style.
For a long period of time, we hadn’t seen any real
innovation in goggles. For the most part, goggle
lenses were made the same and looked the same.
However, we are seeing emerging technologies
based on enhancing contrast and this has also
allowed us to create some new sophisticated lens
tints. Giro has partnered with Zeiss to develop
the patented Vivid lens, that improves the visual
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experience on snow.”
Travis Tomczak, Giro Goggles, Vista
Outdoor, BRG Sports
“The majority of skiers/snowboarders do not realize the importance of
polarized lenses and the immediate
impact they have on your eye health.
This is a very important thing to
educate the public about so they
can avoid macular degeneration and
cataracts, etc., in the future.”
Mike Lewis, Zeal Optics
“In the snow industry as a whole,
many decisions about accessories
like goggles, helmets or gloves are
made with an eye on style and to
look good on the hill. In the United
States, a lot of people like to use a
really dark lens that probably isn’t
the best option for the wide range of
conditions they will see on the hill.”
Graham Sours, Smith Optics
“Eighty-percent of what we do on
our skis/boards is determined by
what we see and interpret visually.
Therefore a goggle is an important
piece of core equipment, not an
accessory. The ability to see clearly
in whatever light conditions you’re
in is key to performance and safety.
We feel skiers require a lens that
does not fog and works under a wide
range of light conditions with a special emphasis on low light conditions
via high-contrast lenses.”
Nick Yardley, Julbo
How are you educating consumers?
“We have superior technology in
terms of field of vision and lenses
but it’s impossible to experience
that in the shop. At least not yet.
We can demonstrate our increased
field of vision in store. A wider field
of vision is something we own in the
marketplace. It’s more about the
trust they have in the store and store
associates.”
Carlo Salmini, Shred Optics
“Consumers are becoming more
educated daily and have answers at
their fingertips via their smartphone.
We have a strategic focus on reaching our consumers via online content
and a campaign that expresses the
science and soul of Giro. Showcasing
the brand is half the battle, but once
the consumer is in store they need
to feel comfortable and informed
on the goggle they are about to
purchase.”
Travis Tomczak, Giro Goggles, Vista
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Outdoor, BRG Sports
“We want to make sure retailers
believe the product works as advertised. We’ve created a demonstration
chamber for trade shows that recreates fog and demonstrates value of
technology. Heat is extremely effective at dealing with fogging.”
Vince O’Malley, ABOM
“The one tool that works for us is
using a UV light in the store. You
can talk photocromatic lens all day,
but until you can see them perform
it doesn’t mean anything. For a wow
factor, we give them a UV light and
the consumer can see a dramatic
change and that’s a connection
moment for the consumer.”
Nick Yardley, Julbo

ABOM gioggle with Abominable Labs KLAIR fog-free technology

Shred Nastify Eclipse colorway with Contrast Blocking and
NoDistortion lens technologies

What features are now at the top of
a skier’s purchase criteria lists?
“It seems that people are the most
excited about style, functionality and
fit. You have to find something that
works, fits well and has the style you
are looking for.”
Mike Lewis, Zeal Optics
“Lens interchangeability and the
overall size of the lens. In the last
few years, goggles have gone bigger.
Larger rimless designs, that’s what
people are going after in product.
They are still looking for the greatest
optical technology and for the easiest
way to change the lens to match light
conditions, as well as the overall size.”
Graham Sours, Smith Optics

Smith Squad XL with Fog-X technology and ChromaPop lens innovation

“Anti-fog is the most searched
phrase for goggles on Google. Skiers
are also looking for a lens that works
in the widest range of conditions
— and does the changing, not you
changing the lenses. Oh, and looking
cool.”
Nick Yardley, Julbo
Can recreational level skiers
truly appreciate high-end goggle
technology?
“Absolutely. A wide ranging photochromic lens means you only need
to buy one goggle and can then night
ski in it or ski on the brightest days.”
Nick Yardley, Julbo
“Yes. The technology is for everyone
and anyone. If you cannot see where
you are going, you will not have a
good time, no matter the sport you
are participating in.”
Mike Lewis, Zeal Optics O

Julbo Starwind with Superflo venting system

Zeal Portal in Purple Jade with Optimum Phoenix Mirror
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BACKCOUNTRY

GOING DEEP
The Quest for Adventure Continues
to Attract New Backcountry Participants.
BY LOU DZIERZAK

T

he Snowsports Industries America “2016 Snow Sports
Intelligence” report notes that backcountry ski participation increased 21 percent last season. Backcountry brands
see a young, knowledgeable, passionate audience that’s
committed to learning safe ways of exploring deep powder.
Despite concerns about avalanche dangers, new skiers
are entering the market every season.
“It’s amazing what having snow can do,” says Jeff Blakely, general
manager at Brooks-Range. “The trend of hiking in general has continued
to grow and those hikers are looking at how to move into the mountains
in the winter. The equipment that is available makes it easier to access
the backcountry.”
Many sales of backcountry safety gear continue to be to first time
buyers. “These are mostly advanced and expert alpine riders wanting
powder, a new challenge and to move away from the crowds and hoopla
of resorts,” says Bruce “Bruno” McGowan, VP & GM at Backcountry
Access. “It’s also a fairly young demographic. The average age of someone
buying snow-safety gear is around 28 years. We don’t see a lot of people
dropping out of the sport. The sport is still young in North America,
so it’s not surprising. Once you have the gear, it’s also very affordable.
Growth of the sport also infuses new energy keeping those active in the
backcountry stoked. Twenty years ago, it was hard to find a partner to
venture into the backcountry. Not so much anymore.”
Kim Miller, CEO of Scarpa North America, notes, “Backcountry skiing
not only continues to grow, it is growing in a really positive and healthy
way. Current participants are more engaged than ever, some previous
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participants have been reenergized with more access and better gear,
and new participants with various snowsports backgrounds, like resort
skiers, snowboarders, adventure skiers and freeriders, are adding
backcountry skiing to their winter sports tick list. Some are drawn to
backcountry skiing for the adventure, others for solitude and nature.
Most are thinking about untracked snow and more freedom. It is also
a more diverse group than ever before.”
Nate Kuder, Dakine’s product line manager for technical packs and
bags, says, “New backcountry users are enabled through the increasing
trend in backcountry access points at the resorts, so the most prominent group of new users are typically boot packing their way into the
backcountry. More specifically, we’ve also seen an increase in women
entering the sport and splitboarding by both genders.”
Access through lift-served resort access gates has helped newcomers transition from groomed resort ski runs to backcountry powder.
“There is no doubt that the opening of backcountry via resort access
gates has greatly increased the number of people entering the sport. For
some, this means only mechanized powder chasing (lift, cat, helicopter).
But for many others, it serves as gateway to backcountry touring. It’s
hard to say how many people who first get a taste of backcountry via
access gates go on to chase powder through touring, but growth in sales
of alpine touring equipment suggest it is pretty high,” says McGowan.
Many new participants are not necessarily limiting their experience
to the lift-served terrain, but they often start there. “Like rock climbers
learning to climb in an indoor gym, the lift-served backcountry terrain is the training ground for bigger adventures or it can be the final
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2015-2016
destination for some. Having ski area-accessed
backcountry terrain or in-area uphill skiing is
giving new participants a great place to train
and learn. This terrain is the school room for
many,” says Miller.
About one-third of resort-accessed backcountry users will transition to traditional
touring within one or two years, estimates
Kuder. “Even though the avalanche risk is
exactly the same, there’s still a perception of
additional knowledge needed for trailheadbased touring, which acts as a barrier to
some,” he says.
Growth Engine
A full backcountry kit (skis, boots, bindings, avalanche tools) can be expensive.
Backcountry skiing also requires a level of
physical fitness and, for many, expenses to
travel to find the best snow conditions. Will
the influx of new participants sustain growth?
Time will tell.
“In my experience, when economic times
get tough people tend to invest in what makes
them happy and helps them feel better mentally and physically,” says Miller. “Every
company has different needs to sustain it.
The scale of most backcountry brands right
now is pretty appropriate. That said, I see a
lot of brands coming into the backcountry
space that require a lot more resources to
support their enterprise and I do wonder how
that will play out for the market and business.
Scale is everything in sustainability.”
There are a lot of companies selling backcountry gear, but only a few brands that
have the authenticity or DNA needed to be
sustainable, believes McGowan. “Brands that
have this credibility and remain committed
to the sport will likely continue thrive,” he
says. “Companies that offer backcountry gear
to position or give credibility to their nonbackcountry products, however, will come and
go. They tend to measure the success more
in marketing terms. If sales of core products
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decline, they will cut spending on backcountry
products along with other marketing and sales
programs. BCA intends to remain dedicated
to serving the backcountry market with great
products, industry leading customer service
and education. The mission of our brand is
to save lives, not just sell products. As long
as we remain committed to these values, the
BCA brand will remain healthy.”
Next Season’s Gear
“Backcountry gear is excellent today and it
will keep getting better and better in all facets.
Performance, weight, comfort, warmth. All
of these aspects can be incrementally and,
at times, drastically improved just through
design innovations, but the biggest X factor
in design, construction and function is probably in material innovations, evolution and
development,” says Miller.
Says McGowan, “There is always room for
improvement and we are never satisfied.
Excellence is simply an ideal that drives
constant improvement. Said differently, as
soon as a developer is satisfied, it’s time for
that developer to retire.”
Pricing, durability and weight are product
attributes that can be improved. “Weight is
always key and will always be counterbalanced
by durability. Our biggest challenge is taking
equipment that is the highest performing
for technical backcountry and simplifying it
for ease of understanding and use. Making
equipment that meet a lot of needs is one
thing. Making it simple and obvious is another
level,” says Kuder.
Avalanche Influence
Every season, avalanches lead to heartbreaking deaths and injuries. Are backcountry
enthusiasts investing in avalanche training?
Is there a “it won’t happen to me” attitude?
Both, it would seem.
Participation in avalanche safety courses
like the AIARE level 1 has grown in recent

BACKCOUNTRY
BY THE NUMBERS
899,000 skiers
and 963,000 snowboarders reported
participating in non-resort, ungroomed
backcountry terrain last season, an
increase of 21 percent compared
to the 2014/2015 season.

Backcountry equipment
sales increased eight percent in dollars
sold to $34 million and grew 14 percent in units to 114,000 units.

Backcountry accessories
sales were up 17 percent in dollars sold
to $16 million, and grew 52 percent in
units sold to 123,000.

46,000 skins
and 24,000 beacons were sold.

Outdoor specialty
and online sales dominated the
backcountry accessories market.

Snow in the Sierras
and Cascade mountains drove
the increase in non-resort
backcountry participation.

Avalanche fatalities:
30 in the U.S. 2015/2016,
compared to 11 in 2014/2015
Source: Snowsports Industries America
2016 Snow Sports Intelligence Report
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Backcountry Access products, left to right: Float 2.0 is built into the Float 17 Speed
airbag pack; BC Link integrates into new Float avalanche airbag and stash packs;
Tracker3 is the thinnest multiple-antenna avalanche transceiver available.

years. The curriculum of these courses has evolved to cater to changing technology and demographics. “But it’s hard to say if it is keeping
pace with the growth of the sport,” says McGowan. “Media coverage
of avalanches can cause a short-term spike in sales. In the long term,
however, it stifles the growth of our sport because it highlights the risk,
not the reward, of backcountry riding. To counter this, we’re trying to
draw attention to good decision-making leading to great days in the
backcountry.”
Fortunately, improved equipment, better training and skiers’ commitment to training can reduce risks. “Most people are investing more
in the safety gear than the training and education. I do see the trend

shifting more and more in terms of the correct perception from participants that avalanche training is important and a responsibility of any
backcountry skier. Prevention is the key,” says Miller.
“The general level of understanding that it can happen to anyone is
increasing,” notes Kuder. “There’s a lot more conversation happening
about it with athletes, national awareness programs like Know Before
You Go, and Avalanche Awareness classes, all of which are driven to
educate newer users. There’s still a lot of work to do connecting the
communication dots with brands and retailers. Avalanche accident
coverage undoubtedly keeps people from entering the sport, but it’s
important to be fully aware of the repercussions of poor choices.” O
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SURVIVAL GEAR

Be Prepared
By Lou Dzierzak

A

t the trailhead, frozen lugs on a flat tire leave you
stranded overnight. Driving in a blizzard your car
slides into a ditch. Out-of-control wildfires burn close
to a family cabin. Anyone who spends time outside
can recall a time when circumstances challenged
their comfort and ingenuity. Inspired by reality shows
like “Survivorman” and “Alone,” outdoor enthusiasts are building “go
bags” to respond to uncertain situations.
The idea of “being prepared” took off in the late 1990s as Y2K
approached. Everyone was worried the computer systems would
crash and there would be an apocalypse. “Typically, preparedness
kits sell before a hurricane or after an earthquake. Today, go bags
have become very popular,” says Frank Meyer, marketing director at
Adventure Medical Kits.
“The Emergency Preparedness category is one that we’re always
paying attention to when attempting to position a product. It’s a growing market, and we’re definitely trying to bring light to the fact that a
lot of our products are made specifically for those uh-oh situations,”
says Addison Nanney, marketing director at Industrial Revolution.
Aside from apocalyptic worries, a major reason to be prepared is
just to make sure the fun doesn’t stop. “You are on a road trip and
something happens. You want to handle the situation and have fun
doing it without turning it into an epic adventure,” says Owen Mesdag,
product manager at MSR.
Leatherman is a brand built on making products that prepare people
for expected and unexpected moments in their lives. “Our brand was
founded on this,” says marketing manager Carie Behe. “Traveling across
Europe in 1975, our founder, Tim Leatherman, ran into numerous repair

for many years and Camillus has gained insight into what campers,
backpackers and other outdoor enthusiasts are looking for. “Camillus
has grown exponentially in this segment because we receive unparalleled tutelage from Les and from our user research. We are providing
our customer with exactly what they need to enjoy the outdoors,”
says VP–marketing Rick Constantine.
Clean water is another survival need. “We offer the widest range of
water treatment options for emergency preparedness used by consumers, militaries and government agencies worldwide. Everything from
water purification tablets to small water bottle filters and pumps to
gravity systems for large groups to solar and hand operated desalination systems for coastal regions,” says Shawn Hostetter, Katadyn
Group’s president of North America.
Headlamps are another must-have for any outdoor enthusiast. “You
have an ultrabright, probably rechargeable, light as your main light for
sports, then a few smaller lights scattered around your car, jackets,
or packs as part of your emergency or ‘just-in-case’ kit,” says Keese
Lane, who handles digital marketing at Petzl America.
There are a range of other products that are ideal for emergency kits,
from windproof, waterproof matches to handheld, collapsible LED or
candle lanterns, to high-quality stainless steel blades that will last for
years and collapsible stoves that can fit in your pocket.
Changing the Pitch
In 2016, Leatherman launched a brand campaign and tagline, ‘For
Real Life’ that centers around the idea that Leatherman is there for
anyone in the expected and unexpected moments in their everyday
real lives. “Leatherman prepares and builds confidence to take on
risks, go on adventures, tackle challenges and flourish in the face of
adversity,” says Behe.

PREPPER OR OUTDOOR ENTHUSIAST? BRANDS HAVE PRODUCTS FOR UNCERTAIN SITUATIONS.
challenges that required hand tools he didn’t have. The trip sparked
Tim’s imagination and determination to design and manufacture the
world’s first multi-purpose tool. We’ve had thousands of fans write to
us and tell us how their Leatherman has saved the day, and it ranges
from things as major as escaping a car in a car accident, to everyday
tasks like tightening snowboard bindings while on the mountain.”
Gear List
Outdoor enthusiasts often own many of the products experts suggest
including in a preparedness kit. Knives, headlamps, water purification
tools are basics for any camper.
Knives are an essential part of go packs. The knife can be used to
assist in nearly every situation and in the event of an accident the
knife can be used to extract yourself or someone from a seatbelt and
breaking the window. “It also aids in creating shelter, cutting wood,
opening containers of food, digging, first aid and gear adjustments,”
says Susan Dundas, marketing and advertising manager for Kershaw
Knives & ZT Knives.
Camillus products have been strategically focused towards the outdoor
enthusiast. The company has worked with Les Stroud (Survivorman)
60 • Outdoor Insight • January 2017

MSR’s Mesdag says, “For water treatment our messaging is still
around adventure and clean, safe water. If you are in a place without
clean water you may also need other products in your backpack to
survive in that location. We create products that allow you to go further
disconnected from the norm. That is what being prepared is all about.”
Avoiding the Extreme
There’s a significant consumer segment that drives much of the
conversation about survival product categories. Self-identified as “preppers,” their point of view often represents a more extreme approach.
“The way you speak to those audiences does need to be different,”
says Dundas. “Preppers are different from someone who wants to carry
something in their car to be ready for a situation. Everyone should
have the basic essentials in a go bag, in their car, or house. Being prepared for an emergency situation is common sense, however creating
unnecessary drama about doomsday isn’t helpful.”
“This is specifically one of the major points Les Stroud communicates
during his TV show. It is always important to be prepared and calm and
not to try the unnecessary survival acts that are shown on TV,” says
Constantine. “Being prepared so you can handle the situation calmly
outdoorinsightmag.com
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UCO Stormproof Survival Kit
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and intelligently is always the key to an enjoyable outdoor excursion.”
Marketing messages in prepper communications often describe
very difficult situations most people may never encounter.
“We do not use scare tactics. We simply educate how our products can be used in a disaster situation when needed and offer case
studies to back this up, found easily on our emergency preparedness
website,” says Katadyn’s Hostetter.
Being prepared does not have to mean being afraid.
“We don’t ever talk about people’s fears. If you go outdoors and
break your leg, what are you going to do? We don’t want people to
get scared about going outdoors. We want to offer a solution with
our medical kits so they can enjoy the outdoors safely,” says Meyer.
“People scoff about preppers. But I ask, do you have a pair of gloves
and jumper cables in your car? Then you are a prepper,” says Mesdag.

Kershaw Tanto Blur

Merchandising Preparedness
With stores full of products perfectly suited to a be-prepared message, are outdoor retailers promoting and merchandising collections
of appropriate products?
“Retailers aren’t painting a lot of be-prepared stories around the
store,” says Meyer. “The best story would be a planogram full of first
aid and preparedness products as a reminder.
“If they stock and carry these products and show them with a
sense of importance their customers will pick up on that,” Meyer
adds. “In general, retailers stock these items and hold the inventory
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Adventure Medical Kits
Survive Outdoors Longer Escape Pro Bivvy

for a long time waiting for events like hurricanes and earthquakes.”
Constantine points out that preparedness products can be managed by different buyers. That can lead to obstacles in creating and
promoting collections. “Stores like REI, Bass Pro and Cabela’s have
paid attention to this market, but they do not merchandise these
products in the camping section. Knife and tool buyers don’t buy
food or shelters. There’s a breakdown between buyer responsibility
categories that don’t overlap.”
On the other hand, UCO has a product called the Stormproof
Survival Kit that combines the essentials for fire, cooking, and emergency shelter all into one bag. “This item came to fruition thanks
to a suggestion from a retailer, and we were able to combine a few
different products to make something great. We are also going to
launch a collaboration between UCO and Morakniv to create a Dave
Canterbury signature survival kit in early 2017, and this is currently
happening thanks to ongoing communication with Self Reliance
Outfitters and their customers’ needs,” says Nanney.
One mindset is that prepping is kind of a “buy-it-and-don’t-use-it”
approach to purchases. “Outdoor enthusiasts are going to buy and
use. They don’t want to leave it in a bag for some future use,” says
Mesdag. “If people are going to think about getting prepared they
should pay attention to the products offered by the outdoor industry regardless of brand and buy high-quality gear. We should all be
thinking about the topic. We’re definitely aware of the interest and
paying attention.” O
outdoorinsightmag.com
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By Aaron H. Bible

S

ometimes you find the best shops in the
most unlikely of places. And as one of the
oldest specialty outdoor retail stores in the
mountain west, Sunlight Sports in Cody, WY,
deserves special consideration.
Wes and Melissa Allen bought Sunlight in
2010 from Melissa’s sister and brother-in-law, Sandy and
Bob Newsome, who started the store in January of 1971.
And Wes Allen recently served as president of the conglomerated retail buying group Grassroots Outdoor Alliance for
the past two years, giving him a unique and renewed perspective on what one-door specialty shops can mean to the
industry. Wes and Melissa also own Sports HQ in Cody, a
separate team sports and running specific store.
Cody is a town of about 10,000 people and one of the
outposts for Yellowstone National Park. Things chug along
at the store with eight full-time and 11 part-time employees
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Even though it is in the “middle of
nowhere” in northern Wyoming, Sunlight
Sports has a decidedly upscale feel to
its design and merchandising.

Sunlight Sports Finds Success with a Tight Focus.

RETAIL

year round. “Typically we don’t hire for seasonal, we have
employees that were high schoolers that go off to college
and come back in the summer, or we have team members
that move from the sales floor to the ski shop in the winter,”
says footwear buyer Krystina Beatty, who turned a parttime college job as a sales associate into a lifetime passion
for helping people get outdoors. Sunlight makes up about 15
percent of its total annual sales from footwear.
So how does a $2 million-per-year shop in the middle of
nowhere northern Wyoming, doing 70 percent of its business to locals, remain one of the darling outdoor specialty
shops in the country, despite having competition from the
likes of a Sierra Trading Post just four blocks away?
“Up until about seven or eight years ago we had a pretty
standard [approach], but when Sierra Trading Post moved
in, it did change our philosophy,” Wes Allen says. “It was
really painful at first, but in many ways it put us ahead of
the curve of what’s going on in the industry. We had to
be really focused about who we are. Sunlight is a store
outdoorinsightmag.com
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The mission at Sunlight Sports is all about geting customers outdoors.

focused on people getting into the Yellowstone
backcountry; if we drift too far, it just doesn’t
work.”
“Secondly, we can’t just do business with
people who make good product. We have
to stock brands on the wall that make good
business choices in the rest of the world,” he
explains. “If they don’t make good decisions,
then their product is in Sierra Trading post six
months later for 60 percent off.”
“We do well with brands that make good
decisions, that don’t overproduce and don’t
bring out new styles every six months,” Allen
continues. “When we do business with those
brands that make good choices, we sell a lot
of footwear. It doesn’t matter what’s going on
around the corner.”
While the answer is traditional in many ways
– focusing on the core customer, building community and merchandising a carefully curated
selection of products – Allen and his team have
also found that putting the branding of their
own store first is the key to success.
“From a very basic perspective, far and away
the most important brand in your store is your
store’s brand,” Allen says. “A lot of people talk
about experiential retail, but in our stores we
need to focus on doing cool things that make
people want to come in, whether its pint nights
or speakers or creating an environment that’s
always a little new.
“You can’t be too dependent on one brand,
because they will start stabbing you in the
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back,” he adds. “Retailers need to go find and
build brands. If you’ve built your store brand
well enough, you can afford to bring in new
brands and sell your customers on them.”
Beatty added that having two involved,
business-savvy owners who have had lots of
experience with retail, specialty outdoor, and
the industry itself, is no small benefit. The goal

of Sunlight is to sell the experience, not any
specific product.
“Both Melissa and Wes constantly drop
knowledge so we as a team can continue to
help customers get out and enjoy the great
outdoors that we are fortunate enough to
be surrounded by,” she says. “We are also
community driven and every year we donate
two percent of sales to local non-profit organizations that work to get youth involved in
outdoor activities.”
“The store is only closed four days a year —
Christmas, Thanksgiving, Easter and employee
ski day,” says Beatty. “Once every February we

tear up the local cross-country tracks in the
morning, then head over to Sleeping Giant to
ski and snowboard.”
They also do employee backpacking trips in
the summer in Yellowstone. Half the staff goes
on an overnight trip, then a couple days later
the other half goes. “This allows us to understand the process of going through the permit
process and gives us hands-on experience with
the gear we’re selling,” Beatty says.
Locals get especially excited when they see
billboard-sized images of themselves outside
using the gear they bought — just one of
the creative marketing projects Sunlight has
undertaken in recent years. “We also try to get
all floor employees engaged in the merchandising process,” says Beatty, “whether it’s doing a
small water bottle display or completely redesigning an entire category.”
“The only thing that differentiates a big
brand from a small brand is how much brand
awareness there is out there and that comes
from partnership with brick and mortar,” Allen
says. “When brick-and-mortar goes away, the
ability of brands to build awareness becomes
competition for social media, Google ad words
and editorial placements, and as those channels become narrower, it’s harder to win.
“All retailers are going to have to concentrate on finding ways to sell less but be more
profitable,” he adds. “Whatever works for your
store. ‘Stack it high and watch it fly’ died about
five years ago.” O
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CROSSING OVER
The Fjällräven Brand Is on a Rapid Growth Path.

F
The brand was founded in
Sweden 60 years ago.
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jällräven is one of those rare brands whose
appeal runs the gamut from hardcore outdoor enthusiasts to urban hipsters.
“We’ve caught a nice moment,” says Nathan
Dopp, president of Fjällräven North America,
with a bit of understatement. “We have consumers who relate to the brand for its performance and
sustainable aspects and we have others who like the clean
Swedish design. We love that our product is used everywhere
from trekking in the mountains to the streets of New York City.”
That appeal has translated to a rapid growth story for the
brand that was founded in Sweden in 1960 but has been in the
U.S. for only five years. Fjällräven’s Kanken backpack helped
establish the company’s business in North America and is
now sold at a wide range of retailers, including Macy’s Herald
Square in New York City and Urban Outfitters.
But just in case you fear the brand might be emphasizing
its Lumbersexual side, Fjällräven recently signed an agreement with The Explorers Club to become its official brand.
The Explorers Club was founded in 1904 and served as a
unifying force for explorers and scientists. Past members
have included Theodore Roosevelt, Sir Edmund Hillary and
Charles Lindberg, to name a few.
Under the terms of the agreement, Fjällräven will work
with the society to facilitate expeditions around the world
and will provide apparel, equipment and funding to support

educational trips. But the most interesting deal point is a series
of planned special events such as film screenings, photography exhibits and guest speaker nights that will take place at
Fjällräven stores throughout the United States and Europe.
The brand has 17 stores in North America, which Dopp
describes as “equal parts revenue generating and marketing.”
Fjällräven also has six “shop-in-shops” around the country,
with plans to grow that to 25 in the next 12 months.
The company has more than 1000 of these shop-in-shops
across Europe, which it supports with an extensive training
program in which it takes retail associates to national parks
where they can’t use their electronics. “It’s good, it really gets
store associates into our brand,” says Dopp.
“Of course, we want to grow and expand, but we’re privately
held so we don’t face the pressures that some other companies
do,” he continues. “We have the luxury of asking, ‘Is this right
for the brand?’ when we consider an opportunity.”
In addition to growing the brand’s presence within retail
accounts, Dopp sees the women’s category as a major growth
opportunity. Currently the brand skews 70/30 men’s over
women’s, but the Kanken pack sells about 60 percent to women
and the company has recently hired five female merchandisers to grow the women’s apparel business.
“The outdoor category provides an opportunity to be a
broad-based brand,” Dopp says. “In many ways, we are just
getting started.” O
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etting feedback directly from the
source is a good way to understand consumer trends. In the
outdoor market, there are several factors
at play when it comes to the key influences
on consumer purchase decisions. The
charts on this page offer a glimpse into
what avid outdoors men and women are
looking for, and how they shop. Eightypercent admit to “webrooming” and more
than half have bought outdoor product on
their mobile devices. On the flip side, 88
percent say in-store salespeople influence
their purchase decisions and 25 percent
say they shop at brick-and-mortar outdoor shops more than 12 times per year. Q

How often do you shop at a
brick-and-mortar outdoor retail
store per year?

12 plus
times per year

Panelists include avid outdoors men and women who hike, trail run, or backpack at least 12 times per year.

When you go to an outdoor store is
your product selection inﬂuenced by
the salespeople or do you already
know what you want before you enter
the store?

0 times per year
1-3 times
per year

I never know
what I want
(Always inﬂuenced)

2%

How likely are you to buy outdoor
footwear, apparel or gear based on a
recommendation from someone you
are connected to on social media?

Very unlikely

I always know what I
want (Never inﬂuenced)

Somewhat
unlikely

Very likely
No

7%
25%

Is the information on a hangtag
important in your decision of
whether or not to purchase outdoor
performance products such as jackets
or hiking boots ?

Yes

4%

12%

17%

12%

17 %

16%
36%
86%
31%

17%
46%

36%

8-11 times
per year

4-7 times per year

Have you ever gone into a store to try
on or try out products and then left and
purchased it online?

No

20%

37%

Somewhat

I usually know what I want
(Sometimes inﬂuenced)

Have you ever purchased outdoor
footwear, apparel or equipment via
your mobile phone?

Yes

No

Yes

80%

When you hike on the trail are you
more likely to wear hiking boots or
trail running shoes?
Trail
Running
Shoes

56%

47%

Somewhat
likely

Hiking Boots

Neutral

How important is it to you that a brand
you purchase products from has an
eco-minded focus?

Very Important

10%

44%

Very Unimportant
Somewhat
unimportant

7%
12%

53%
26%
45%

Somewhat
Important

Neutral

Trend Insight Consumer is a new feature within Outdoor Insight that delivers consumer research conducted on the MESH1’s Platform. MESH1 collects data from a panel of 100 active outdoor enthusiasts over the age
of 18, all based in the U.S. For more information on the MESH1 Platform, contact Brian Bednarek at 603-766-0957 or brian.bednarek@mesh01.com. For information on Trend Insight Consumer and how your company
can participate, contact Jeff Nott at 516-305-4711 or jnott@formula4media.com.

SEE BEYOND THE
TIP OF THE ICEBERG
Take the guesswork out of market research and product
innovation with the MESH1 Consumer Insight Platform.
Contact MESH1 for a live demo of the data-driven analytics
program. Mention this ad for 20% off your first Product
Insight.
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PRODUCTSHOWCASE
Bafﬁn

Bertucci

Chaos

ULTRALITE BOOTS
Bafﬁn’s Ultralite boots are the evolution of winter footwear, featured here
is style Sage in Black/Red. Waterproof and weighing under 2lbs, these
boots feature a body-heat mouldable removable lining system, and Bafﬁn’s proprietary AirGrip and Polar Rubber midsole/outsole combination to
keep you sure-footed regardless of the elements.

DX3 FIELD #11016
Offers classic design, a U.S. Patented durable ﬁber reinforced poly-resin
case and a long list of performance features... a hardened mineral glass
crystal, offset ergonomic crown, long lasting all-metal precision movement,
3 year battery, U.S. Patented heavy-duty DX3® Zulu B-TYPE nylon webbing
band, and Swiss super luminous hands.

HEADWEAR
Choas Headwear Alpin collection, a snowsport-speciﬁc category. Alpin
translates the authenticity of merino wool into a thoroughly modern, yet
affordable, headwear collection for passionate winter sport enthusiasts of
all ages. Clean lines, comfort, quality, value, and, above all, function are
the hallmarks of the new Alpin collection.

Coghlan’s

Sunday Afternoons

Wigwam

LOG CARRIER
Coghlan’s Log Carrier makes chopping wood and topping up the ﬁre easy
and convenient. This large sturdy tote is great for transporting logs at the
campsite, cottage or home. The webbed nylon handle wraps around the
whole bag spreading the load throughout which prevents wear and tear
on the handle.

STELLAR BEANIE
Take a piece of our night sky wherever you roam with the supersoft,
Merino wool blend Stellar Beanie. Our rugged mountain range skyline frames a smattering of stars, and the Big Dipper, North Star, and
Orion’s belt even glow in the dark!

CLASSIC MINGLE
Break the ice with this conversation starter. Warm tones mingle and mix in a
blanket of pure softness. A great, classic marled look is rebuilt with updated
sophistication and comfort. Available in 4 trend right color combinations; sizes
Medium and Large. Contact us at 800.558.7760 or get a good look at the
new wigwam.com.

Design,
durability,
comfort
and value.

Ruffwear

HARNESS YOUR ADVENTURE
The best-selling Ruffwear Front Range™ Harness is now available in
six new colors for Spring 2017. MSRP $39.95 Ruffwear.com where
Every Dog is an Explorer.

Coghlan’s

Sorbothane

MINI POP-UP CAMP TRASH CAN
Coghlan’s Mini Pop-Up Camp Trash Can makes it easy to collect and
properly dispose of trash on the go. This durable trash bin folds small
for easy storage, making it great for a campsite, RV, cabin or home. The
bin is made of heavy duty tear resistant polyethylene and features a steel
spring that pops up and holds its shape.

SORBOTHANE® MAXIMUM DUTY
Built to last, absorb shock and provide long-lasting comfort. Combines a molded air-infused foam base with heel cup and arch support
and Sorbothane® inlays for shock absorbing comfort and impact
protection.

32 North

THE HIKE XP
Dynamic hiking cleat, providing superior traction and stability in a variety of winter conditions. The SureFit™ binding system and contoured
insole provide a secure ﬁt. Replaceable cleats and tread pattern. www.
stabilgear.com

Archive issues are now available on
our website: outdoorinsightmag.com
To subscribe:
www.formula4media.com
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SAVE THE
DATES!
Luxury to Lifestyle Branded Footwear
for Men, Women, Juniors, and Children

FEB 2123, 2017

LAS VEGAS CONVENTION CENTER

Fast Fashion Footwear for Men,
Women, Juniors, and Children

FEB 2123, 2017

LAS VEGAS CONVENTION CENTER

Footwear for Women and Juniors

FEB 27MAR 1, 2017

JACOB JAVITS CENTER, NYC

Luxury Footwear for Women

FEB 27MAR 1, 2017

JACOB JAVITS CENTER, NYC

Contemporary Footwear for Men

JAN 2325, 2017

JACOB JAVITS CENTER, NYC

REGISTER NOW
visit ubmfashion.com

END INSIGHT

Snowsports by the Numbers
The snowsports retail market brought in $4.7B during the 2015/2106
season, down less than 1 percent compared to 2014/2015. Here’s a look
at the trajectory of snowsports sales and participation over the past year,
broken down into four main categories.

DOWNHILL SKI

SNOWBOARD

Participants ........................................................ 11.6M (-1%)
Equipment sales in dollars ...............................................+4%
Equipment sales in units ................................................. +9%
Average Prices ................................................................ -5%

CROSS COUNTRY

Participants .............4.6M (+12%)
Equipment sales in dollars ...-16%
Equipment sales in units ......-18%

More cross country
equipment is sold
in outdoor specialty
shops than in snow
sports specialty
shops

Participants ..........................................................7.6M (-1%)
Equipment sales in dollars .............................................. +6%
Equipment sales in units ................................................. +2%
Sales made at Snow Sports specialty ..............................61%
(Online sales: 30% / Chain retail sales: 10%)

BACKCOUNTRY

Participants ...................1.8M (+21%)
(Combined total skiers & snowboarders)
Equipment sales in dollars ......... +8%
Equipment sales in units ........... +14%

Outdoor
specialty
and online retail
dominated the
market for
sales

Source: 2016 SIA Snow Sports Market Intelligence Report.
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